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" A modem poet has characterised the personality of art and the impersonality of 

science as follows: art is I; science is we."

Claude Bernard

(Introduction a Vetude de la medecine experimentale 1865, 1,2.4, line 1742)
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ABSTRACT

Many devices, such as electromagnetic launchers, magnetic levitation transport 

systems (MAGLEV) and linear induction machines, involve conducting parts which 

move. The main thrust of this thesis is to develope and validate effective numerical 

methods for modelling such problems using the finite element method in 2 and 3 

dimensions.

Initially, a basic description of the finite element method which is widely used 

throughout the work is given. In chapter 2, the field equations which consider only 

the motional effect (DC case) are obtained for 2D and 3D moving conductor 

problems. The 2D and 3D finite element equations are derived from the Galerkin’s 

point of view. The 3D formulation uses the magnetic vector potential A  , together 

with the electric scalar potential V in conductors, coupled to magnetic scalar 

potentials elswhere. In chapter 3, a difficulty, the occurrence of oscillations in the 

solution when using the standard Galerkin formula for the moving conductor problem 

is discussed. A method, upwinding, is suggested and applied to alleviate this particular 

problem. A new technique not requiring the electric scalar potential y  in the 3D 

formulation is introduced in chapter 4. An experimental set up is also presented in 

order to verify the results obtained from the application of the new technique. Finally, 

in chapter 5, AC problems are included in the formulation. A two-phase linear 

induction servomotor is used as an example. In the same chapter, calculations 

obtained using a very simple analytic technique, ’layer theory’ Fourier harmonic 

analysis, and 2 and 3 finite elements are compared with experimental measurements.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

There is no doubt that one of the most significant events of the 19 th century 

is Maxwell’s discovery of the laws of electrodynamics. However, although Maxwell 

described the fundamental behaviour of electromagnetism 120 years ago, the solution 

of his equations for practical applications had to await recent advances in computer 

hardware and numerical algorithms. Before this, engineers, particularly in the design 

area, faced severe problems in trying to investigate the electromagnetic nature of their 

products. Instead of electromagnetic field theory, they used mainly lumped parameter 

circuit models. However the circuit theory is derived from the field theory under 

certain assumptions and simplifications which may sometimes lead to an extensive 

departure from modelling the real problem. More recently solving the problems by 

means of using the field theory is becoming increasingly popular. This change has 

been prompted by mainly three developments. Firsdy, the arrival of reasonably priced 

high speed digital computers on the market. In parallel with this, rapid developments 

in computer graphics systems enabled the visualisation of device geometries and field 

distribution. Lastly, advances in numerical techniques which represent geometries and 

Maxwell’s equations in a digital or discretized form.

In general terms, the work described in this thesis may fall into the last 

category above, that of advancing numerical techniques to solve a particular



electromagnetics problem represented directly by the Maxwell equations. There are 

three common approaches for discretizing the Maxwell equations, namely integral 

techniques, the finite difference method and the finite element method. The integral 

techniques use the integral form of the Maxwell equations, solving them for the entire 

domain or for only the source of the field on the boundaries of the model (boundary 

element method). Despite the fact that the integral methods possess comparatively 

less variables than the other two methods, it can be suitable for only simple 

geometries. This is because the variables in the set of equations are mostly related 

to each other. Therefore, the resulting matrices are small but highly dense and the 

entries of the matrices involve complex and time consuming integral operations. The 

finite difference method solves the Maxwell equations in a differential form at each 

node of the regularly spaced grid of points. The difference method often requires 

regular meshes therefore, it can be restrictive in applications. The finite element 

method is widely regarded as the most powerful method of the three, not only for the 

solution of Maxwell equations but also for the solution of many different problems 

experienced in physics and engineering in general. The finite element method divides 

the geometry into standard elements and solves the problem for each of these 

elements. It can model complex geometries by using many kinds of regular or 

irregular elements. The application of it will be closely examined in this work.

The area of electromagnetism concerned in this work is the moving conductor 

problem. Only the type of moving conductor problem in which the moving member 

is invarient in the cross section which is normal to the direction of motion is 

considered. This restriction leads to a steady state solution for the problem at constant 

speed. Otherwise a full time transient analysis would be required.



According to the well known laws of electromagnetism, there are two ways 

of inducing currents in a conductor, by either moving the conductor through a steady 

magnetic field or/and changing the magnitude of the exciting field with time. The 

first effect produces motional EMF and the second effect produces transformer EMF. 

Initially only the motional EMF is concerned in this work. The formulae in chapters

2,3 and 4 are exclusively obtained for the field excited by DC currents. The 

transformer effect is also included in chapter 5, when a 2-phase linear induction 

servomotor is used as the test problem.

1.2 Brief History and Development of the Finite Element Method

The beginning of the finite element method (FE) goes back to around 

1940. Courant’s 1943 paper dealing with elasticity problems can be considered as 

the earliest FE work [1.1]. The paper that signalled the beginning of FE analysis was 

written by Turner in 1956 [1.2]. The method was first used around 1960 to solve 

simple static stress problems with linear materials and small displacement.

Although there were some small scale applications of FE analysis in heat 

transfer, fluid flow and magnetic problems, the main use of the method in the 1960s 

was limited to structural analysis. The introduction of the Frontal Solution Algorithm 

by Irons in 1970 made the equation solving phase of the technique more adaptable to 

a wider variety of hardware [1.3]. Zienkiewicz wrote one of the earliest fundamental 

text books published in 1971, with emphasis on civil and mechanical engineering 

applications [1.4]. However, regarding the application of the technique to



electromagnetism, Winslow’s work [1.5] is significant. His seminal work at the 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory California in 1963, which includes the introduction 

of a variational method may be seen as the earliest application in electromagnetism. 

Later, in 1969, Peter Silvester of Me Gill university used FE to solve a standard 

electromagnetic problem involving homogeneous waveguides.

As electric circuits which are mathematical abstractions of electromagnetic 

fields were thought to be easier to understand for engineers than fields, Carpenter’s 

publication of the circuit interpretation of FE in 1975 is considered significant as early 

work [1.6].

On the other hand, in the late 1960s, and beginning of 1970s the application 

of the FE method required the use of a large Mainframe computer. Most applications 

were run on Mainframe IBM and Control Data Machines that had memory sufficient 

to handle the large sets of matrix equations, therefore the majority of the analyses 

were performed by specialists. However, in the late 1970s, the introduction of super 

mini computers such as the digital Vax, the Prime etc. made it possible for the 

engineers to use 2D FE analysis as part of their work, without necessarily relying on 

the support of FE specialists or large mainframe computers. During this period, some 

publications which introduced the use of vector and/or scalar potentials describing 

field quantities made some impact on spreading the technique to more complex 3D 

electromagnetic field problems. Particularly the publications of Simkin & Trowbridge 

[1.7] and Rodger [1.8], along with some other papers [1.9- 1.13] are important as far 

as the use of the magnetic scalar and vector potentials in this work is concerned. 

And also, the first FE text book dealing with only electrical engineering problems was

4



published in 1983 by Silvester & Ferrari [1.14].

The development of work-station computers in the early and mid 1980s such 

as the Apollo, the Sun and the Micro-Vax helped to promote further the use of FE 

applications with the cost per second of computing use decreasing at such a rapid rate 

that engineers were not restricted by computer costs. As a result of these 

improvements, today, some software companies and research groups have developed 

FE packages that leave engineers free to focus on design work instead of numerical 

algorithms.

The introduction of the FE method to moving conductor problems is quite 

new. There are not many publications available in this field. The analysis of 

characteristics of a linear induction tachometer published by Rodger and Eastham in 

1985 may be the earliest appearance of the method in the 3D moving conductor eddy 

current problem [1.15]. The papers by Rodger, Karaguler, and Leonard in 1988 and 

1989 are believed to be useful as reference publications in the field. As these papers 

[1.16] and [1.17] are outcome of this work, they are included in the thesis in appendix 

1 . 1 .

1.3 General Procedure of the Finite Element Method

The Finite element method, (FE), uses a selected approximation for the 

unknown variable of the field. Therefore it can be regarded as an example of trial 

function approximation methods. In the FE method, the domain is divided into 

subdomains which are basic elements, and the solution is approximated by a



polynomial over each element. The boundary conditions on the boundary between 

elements need to be defined suitably in order to match with the approximation. Each 

polynomial is specified by a number of coefficients or equivalently by values of the 

function and its derivatives at certain points. There is a certain pattern to apply the 

finite element to any kind of a physical problem. This can be listed as follows;

1) Creation of a FE mesh and subdivision of the mesh into elements which are 

connected at nodes.

2) Definition of the approximation equation.

3) Formation of the system of equations and description of boundary conditions.

4) Solution of the resulting set of simultaneous equations.

5) Calculation of the desired physical quantities.

1.3.1 Approximation by Trial Functions

As mentioned earlier, the essence of the FE method is to partition the domain 

of the problem into non-overlapping elements, and to provide an approximate solution 

that has a simple form within each element. The local representations are then 

patched together to form a global solution. Therefore the approximation of the 

problem is the initial step towards the solution. If the governing equation for any 

physical phenomenon is given as:

£>(/(/•)) = 0 (u )

where D() symbolizes any differential equation, f(r) is the unknown quantity, and a 

function of the independent variables usually space (x,y,z) or/and time. The



approximate solution suggests that there is a f(r) function which is close to f(r) but 

not the same. The FE method obtains this f(r) approximate solution by using a 

procedure very similiar to the classical trial solution method.

The trial solution procedure is characterized by 3 operations; the first one is 

that construction of f(r). This is done by constructing suitable trial functions which 

are generally simple and only functions of geometry so maybe conveniendy calculated 

by computers. The trial solution f(r) is usually a finite sum of functions (in fact f(r) 

may consist of an infinite set of numbers but to solve a reasonable number of 

unknowns, some limitation is needed). This finite sum can be expressed as

UxX = R^r) + * a2W2(r) + .......  + anWn{r) (1.2)

or

m  = W0Hr) + £  at W ffi (13>
i=l

The functions Wj are called trial functions or sometimes basis functions or more 

commonly shape functions as they are functions of geometry. The ^  are unknown 

parameters often called the degrees of freedom. In many cases these parameters 

represent the value of the function at certain nodes (nodal values) therefore they may 

be replaced with fj in the equation. The term WQ(r) is included only to represent the 

boundary equations. If these trial functions are constructed then all that remains to 

be done is to find the values of a; which are only numbers. This will be the second 

phase of the trial solution method.



An optimising technique has to be applied in order to obtain the necessary set 

of equations that leads to finding the values of aj parameters, thus the f(r) solution. 

This optimizing technique in fact originates from some of the general physical or 

mathematical principles. For instance the well known principle of minimum energy 

is the basis of the variational method (the minimum energy principle is 

mathematically equivalent to Laplace’s equation) which is one of the most common 

methods used in the FE applications. The variational method seeks to minimize or 

find an extremum in some physical quantity, such as energy. It involves the integral 

of a function that produces a number. When the function produces the lowest number 

it approximately satisfies a specific differential equation that the function represents. 

Although the variational method is the basis for many finite element formulations, it 

has a major disadvantage of failing to solve any differential equation containing a first 

derivative term. An alternative technique, the weighted residual method, does not 

possess this drawback of the variational method. It can be applicable to almost any 

kind of differential equations. In this work, the weighted residual method from the 

Galerkin point of view is used. This will be examined in the following section.

The third operation is that of the estimation of the accuracy of the f(r) 

solution. In general, this is not an easy task as the exact correct answer is unknown. 

However it is possible to obtain a certain degree of accuracy. This can be achieved 

by just simply employing more trial functions or as it will be seen in the element 

technique, using finer subdivisions in the model. For this purpose, some self 

adaptive mesh generation techniques have been developed [1.18]. But eventually 

‘round o ff error will effect the results and absolute accuracy can not be obtained on 

computers for the general case.



The summary of the trial solution procedure is illustrated as a block diagram 

in fig 1.1.

1.3.2 The Weighted Residual Method and the Galerkin Approach

The weighted residual method uses the residual function. The residual 

function in fact is an error term obtained from the substitution of the approximate trial 

solution f(r) in the differential equation. As, no matter how accurate the solution f(r) 

is, it is an approximation and will not be in general exact over the whole domain. 

Therefore, the replacement of f(r) with f(r) in equation (1.1) will always yield an 

error term that is named the residual function and is defined as:

D ( m  ) = R(r) (1.4)

By using equation (1.3), the residue term can be rewritten as;

R{r) = Z > (£  d-5)
i=l

The logic of the weighted residual method is quite simple. Any 

function that satisfies the differential equation over the entire domain, and the 

boundary conditions on the boundaries must also make the residual term R(r) zero 

and vice versa. If there is a f(r) which makes the residual term zero, this f(r) will 

be the required answer.



if not sufficiently accurate

Generate the 
Approximate 
Solution f (x)

Trial Solution,
Construct trial functions 
W i

Optimise to obtain the 
best parameters or nodal 
values a ,

Try a set of new 
trial functions or a higher 

number of the same type 
of trial functions

Fig 1.1 Block diagram of Trial function process



Considering the weighted integral (the residual R(x) is multiplied by a 

weighting function) of the residual over the entire domain, the general formula for the 

weighted residual method can be expressed as:

f t t (r)R(r)d» = 0 (1-6)

and

n

J /A >  D  < £  w i< r)a , + = 0  ( ! -7 )

The number of tj (named weighting functions), equals the number of the 

parameters Thus n equations are obtained to find the n unknown a{ values. At 

this point, there are several methods distinct from each other in selecting different 

weighting functions, which can be applied to eqn. (1.6) or (1.7) to find the parameters. 

For instance; the collocation method uses impulse functions as the weighting 

functions. The residual is required to vanish at specific points. The subdomain 

method uses n specific intervals, rather than points, where the residual is required to 

vanish. However, in the most FE applications, as well as in this work, the Galerkin 

method in which the weighting functions are the same as the trial or shape functions 

associated with each ah is selected for the solution. The technique requires that the 

weighted average of the residual over the entire domain is zero. Therefore in 

equation (1.7), the replacement of tj weighting functions with Wj shape functions 

yields the Galerkin form of FE equations. If this is carried out, equation (1.7) 

becomes as:

fW j(r)D (W t(r)at + W0)dv  = 0 (1-8)



The summary of these residual methods which using different weighting 

functions is given in table 1.1.

1.4 The Element Technique

So far, the trial solution has been defined over the whole domain regardless 

of the division into elements. This would be considered only for problems for which 

the solutions are very smooth and simple. However in many physical phenomena, the 

solutions are expected to be nonuniform. This is very common in electromagnetism 

For instance sudden jumps or ’bumps’ can often be encountered in the flux 

distributions caused mainly by having regions with different permeabilities such as 

air and iron. In these circumstances very high order polynomials are required for the 

problem. But the desired accuracy may still be difficult to obtain. The problem can 

be tackled by using the element concept. Here, the shape functions are defined to be 

non zero only over small, finite regions in the domain, as opposed to being applied 

over the whole of the domain. These are called finite elements which must join 

together at certain points (nodes) but not overlap in the domain (Fig 1.2). Relatively 

larger elements are probably sufficient in areas where the field (or any kind of wanted 

quantity) does not vary rapidly and, usually where the jumps are expected in the 

solution, smaller elements are used. In fact, if required, the various combination of 

different types of elements and functional representations can be employed for the 

same solution domain.

The simplest element used in the F.E. applications is a line segment with a



METHODS FORMULAS DESCRIPTION

1) The
Collocation
Method

R(xt;a) = 0 

/?(jc2;a) = 0

/?(xn;tf) = 0

jq,x2, .. are the points where the 
residuals are required to be zero.

2) The
Subdomain
Method

■ L f  R(r,a)dl =0 
Aa/, J A/,

R(r,a)dl =0
Aa /2

• f - f  R(r,a)dl=  0
Aa,. Jaj,

A/j, A/2, .. .,A/„,are the intervals in 
which the average of the residuals 
are required to be zero.

3) The Least 
Square Method

A  f  R \r,a )dV  = 0

A  f  R \r,a )dV  = 0dal Jv

A  f  R \r,a )dV  = 0

The least mean square minimisation 
of the square of the residual over the 
entire domain with respect to each at

4) The Galerkin 
Method

f WlR(r,a)dV=  0Jv

f  W2R(r,a)dV = 0 
Jv

J W„/?(/-,a)rfV=0

Wu W2, . . Wn are the shape 
functions.

Table 1.1 Some optimisation methods for FE



1

Fig. 1.2 A simple example of division of a domain by the element technique



length L and two nodes at each end shown as in figure (1.3a). A ID linear function 

can be expressed as:

fix )  = + a2x  (1-9)

By using the nodal values of f(x), the parameters, a, and a2 can be found. If f; and 

fj are the values of function at the nodes i and j;

f i = a1 * a 2Xi (110)

fj = <jj + a1Xj (111)

Then f(x) can be obtained by substituting and a2 into equation (1.10).

XJ X S X ~ X* * (L 12 )f ix )  = —-------- f  +  f
Xj -X/ 1 Xj - x, 1

This is a standard form of FE equation in which the unknown field is represented as 

shape functions multiplied by the function values at the nodes of the element. 

Remembering the standard form in general as:

/(* ) = W Jt + W /j (1.13)

(the W0 of eqn. (1.5) term is associated with the boundary conditions and is not 

included in FE as the bondary conditions are generally treated specially) the shape 

functions Wj and Wj can be written from (1.12) and (1.13)

W, = -  and W, = (1-14)
X j - X ,  ‘  xr x t

The shape functions in equation (1.12) are evaluated by using the Cartesian



Coordinate System. However the Cartesian System has a disadvantage of involving 

complex calculations when determining an integral such as

xi

/  Wt(x) W;{x) dx
xi

Nevertheless there are some alternative Coordinate systems which may give arise to 

some simplifications. For instance, the local Coordinate System whose origin is 

located on the element, will lead to obtaining the shape functions, refering to fig 1.3b 

as:

W.(q)= -  - 3.  and Wtq) = 1 + 1  (1.15)
1 2 L 1 2 L

Further simplification in the integrations can be possible when the natural Coordinate 

System which is the most common one in the applications, is used. The natural 

system, is in fact, a local system represented by a dimensionless number whose 

absolute magnitude never exceeds unity. The shape functions for the system, refering 

to fig 1.3c are:

Wt (?) = i .  (1 -  5) and W fi)  = 1(1  + 5) 0-1©
z* z*

The advantage of the system is that any integration involving shape functions 

can be limited between -1 and +1. The integrals are therefore ideally suited to the 

Gaussian quadrature method which requires these limits.

A similar procedure can be applied to the other ID, 2D and 3D elements to



obtain the shape functions. Some of these elements and their shape functions (mainly 

used in this work) in the natural Coordinate System are given in table 1.2.

When using the element technique, the polynomial trial solution is still in force 

but equation (1.7) will be rearranged into a special form which is a matrix form. The 

general matrix form is obtained by rearranging equation(1.7) such a way that a: 

parameters (or fj nodal variables) will constitute the unknown matrix. For instance, if 

the simplest element, ID linear element (shown in fig. 1.4), is considered, the matrix 

form of equation (1.7) will be

ft

*21 * 22. *2. h

where the K^’s include only properties of the differential equation and geometric data. 

The bj’s form the RHS of the equation and carry information about the boundary 

conditions. If the same procedure is followed for two elements then the matrix form 

becomes

Kn Kn  0 0 *1
*3, *22 0 0 a2 *2
0 0 K„ K» *3

£Oo
1 a4

When the domain is divided into two (or more) elements, the problem of 

continuity of the solution at the interelement boundary points arise and introduces the 

concept of the interelement boundary conditions. These conditions can be satisfied,



io

a) Cartesian coordinates b) Local coordinates

ji o
c) Natural coordinates

Fig. 1.3 Common types of coordinate systems used in FE applications

1
4

Fig. 1.4 Typical 2 ID elements and their assembly
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ELEMENTS SHAPE FUNCTIONS

ID Linear 
Element

-> 5

W i=  1(1 + 3
wi = 1 ( 1 - 0

2D Linear
Quadrilateral
Element

The
Lagrangian
Element

1

Jl

Wi =
Wj=

Wt
w , =

l( l-3 ( l-3  
1(1+30-3 
1(1+3 0+3 
1(1-3 0+3

m
Wi = vT

rt 1 h-A /^
s 1 1 )

Wj = ^ ( » 7 - 1 )  ( 3 2 - - 1 )

w k = * f ( $ + i )  ( n - 1 )

Wi = f  t f + i ) 0 7 2 - - 1 )

Wm = * * « + 1 ) 0 7 + 1 )

w H = ^ 0 7 + l ) ( £ 2 - - 1 )

w p = 1 ) 0 7 + 1 )

Wq = f « - l ) ( 7/ 2 - - 1 )

W r  = ( f - l ) ( 7, 2 - 1 )

Eight Node 
3D Solid

Q

m

1

Wi= *0-3 0 -3 0 -0  
Wj = 

w k =
i (1+3 (1-3(1-3 
i(l+3d+3(l-3

w P = 1(1-3(1 + 30+3

Table 1.2 Shape functions of some common types of Finite Elements
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either naturally or essentially (weak form), depending on the differential equation and 

the property of the unknowns. A good example of this is illustrated in section 2.2.1. 

The division into elements will also introduce the concept of the assembly of element 

equations. Instead of considering all the elements of domain separately, the FE 

method in general combines the elements and eliminates some unknowns or nodal 

variables which are commonly shared by two or more elements. This also leads to 

the rearrangement of the ’stiffness matrix’ [K]. For the example of two ID linear 

elements referring to fig. 1.4, the matrix equation (1.9) will be transformed to

As it can be seen from the rearranged matrix in equation (1.18) that the 

assembly procedure, in practice actually means adding some of the terms from one 

pair of element equations to some of the terms in the other pair of element equations. 

If the procedure is followed for all the elements in entire domain, then the final form 

of the matrices will be obtained.

The properties of the stiffness matrix are important in solving the equations. 

(The matrix [K] is usually referred to as the stiffness matrix, since the early 

applications of FE technique were mainly to structural engineering problems where 

the terminology is used). As predicted from (1.19), the final form of the [K] matrix 

obtained for all the elements is sparse (usually very sparse) and banded. A banded 

matrix has the characteristics that all of the nonzero coefficients are located relatively

bl
= b2 + b1

h

(1.19)



close to the diagonal and all of the coefficients beyond the bandwidth are zero. This 

property should be considered when applying the numerical method for the solution.

In the following chapters, the element technique from the Galerkin 

point of view will be introduced to the electromagnetic field equations and the 

concept will be further examined.



CHAPTER 2

MOVING CONDUCTOR PROBLEMS AND THE FE APPROACH

2.1 Electromagnetic Field Equations

The electromagnetic field equations to which the FE method will be applied, can 

be derived from Maxwell’s equations which are valid for all aspects of electromagnetic 

phenomena. The general form of these equations is as follows:

curlE * —  = 0 (2.1)
dt

curlH -  —  = J  <2-2)
dt

divB=0 (23)

divD-p (2-4)

where j? is the electric field intensity [Volt/m]

fj  is the electric flux density [Coulomb/m2]

§  is the magnetic flux density [Tesla]

H is the magnetic flux intensity [Amper/m]

J  is the current density [Amper/m2]

P is the volume charge density [Coulomb/m3]



Since only DC or power frequency cases are being considered, the dDfdt term, which 

corresponds to displacement currents, can be ignored, and equation (2.2) will be used 

without this term throughout the rest of this work.

The constitutive equations are also needed together with Maxwell’s equations. 

These are:

D=eE (2.5)

B=\iH

J=oE

(2.6)

(2.7)

where € is the permittivity [Farad/m], ^ is the permeability [Henry/m] and 0 is the
/
‘conductivity [Siemen/m].

As far as the moving conductor problem is concerned, in the DC case, the moving 

region electric field has two components which are expressed in the equation below as:

E -  uxB -  gradV (2*8)

With reference to fig (2.1), the first component on the RHS of equation (2.8) is due to 

the movement of a conductor with a speed u through a constant magnetic field B. When 

the conductor starts moving, a force which is described by the Lorentz law as q (uxB) 

will act on each charge within the conductor and drive it towards the edges of the 

conductor. The total displaced charge generates an electrostatic field which opposes the



field produced by the motion. This electrostatic field is represented as -gradv in (2.8) 

where v  is the electric scalar potential.

2.1.1 Boundary Conditions

In order to solve any electromagnetic field problem; in addition to the field 

equations, the boundary conditions also need to be defined. These conditions describe the 

transitional properties of the field at a boundary between two different regions. 

Considering the field quantities B, Ht E, D , the general boundary conditions, between two 

regions 1 and 2 as shown in fig 2.2, are

(2-9)

Ha -Htl=K, (2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

where t and n denote tangential and normal components of the field quantities, 

respectively. The equations above show that a discontinuity in the field quantities occurs 

when there are free surface charges or a line current density Ks at the boundary between 

the two regions.



z

Fig. 2.1 Fields in a moving conductor

PegtoO,

Region

Fig. 2.2 The field components on the boundary between two regions



2.2 2D FE Analysis of Moving Conductor Problem

It is very common in electromagnetism to calculate the desired field quantities 

such as the E and B fields via vector and/or scalar potentials. This leads to a considerable 

simplification of the problem both conceptually and in computation. An example of this 

is the magnetic vector potential A , which replaces the magnetic flux density B in the 

equations by a curl operator. This is the most prevailing choice for modelling 2D 

electromagnetic field problems. The magnetic vector potential vector is defined by

curlA-B (2-13)

The first advantage of introducing A is that the transformation (2.13) automatically

satisfies Maxwell’s third equation: divB=0, since the divergence of any curl function is 

zero. Secondly, in order to solve a 2D magnetostatic problem, in this cartesian coordinate 

system depicted in fig (2.1) in which Hz and Bz are zero (as there is no field variation in

the z direction), the remaining two components of B or H must be determined at each 

node. However when using A in this 2D problem only Az needs to be found. Additionally 

in the FE method, the interelement boundary conditions would be difficult to obtain if we 

solve B and H directly. Since Bn  and Hxn are required to be continuous on these 

boundaries, if the permeability of the material on either side of the boundaries is not the 

same, then H and B will be discontinuous. However A is always continuous and therefore 

formulating the problems in terms of the latter yields a straightforward procedure for the 

FE technique as far as the interelement boundary conditions are concerned. This point will 

be elaborated in detail in the following section when 2D FE equations for the moving



conductor problem are obtained.

In order to get the governing equation expressed by the magnetic vector potentiaLd 

for the moving conductor problem (DC cases only), H and J  in equation (2.2) are 

replaced with their equivalents in equations (2.6) and (2.7). This together with the 

substitution y=l/n gives

Curly B^aE  (214>

Substituting the expression (2.13) for B and the expression (2.8) for E into (2.14) then 

gives

curly cur!A=o (uxcurlA -gradV) (2.15)

Using the following identity for the curl operator:

curlycurlA-grady divA-div y gradA (2.16)

The equation below is obtained.

grady divA-div y gradA -  aiuxcurlA -  gradV) (217)

According to the Helmholtz theorem, any single-valued vector point function that 

together with its derivatives is finite and continuous can be expressed in terms of a scalar 

potential and a vector potential taken together. In general terms, a conservative field such 

as the electric field E (in electrostatics) can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar 

potential as (F=-grad<t>)- As the conservative fields are irrotational, the curl product of 

the conservative field will be zero (curlF=0). However, the divergence of such field will



be the source term. If the field is nonconservative, such as the magnetic flux density, it 

will be specified by its curl sources, and the divergence of such field will be zero. 

Therefore divergence and curl sources are independent of each other, and a general vector 

field can only be specified, when both types of source are specified. In terms of using

the magnetic vector potential, A , this implies that curlA=B will not be sufficient to define 

A uniquely (the proof of the uniqueness theorem is given in reference [2.1]). Therefore 

divA must also be specified for an unique solution. The specification of divA can be 

arbitrary. The most common formulation encountered is the Coulomb Gauge which setsdivA

to zero. As it will be explained in the 3D application, this constraint on divA is normally 

imposed by means of a number of well known methods. This brings about some 

computational convenience in the solution procedure. However in the 2D application J  

and A have only longitudinal component, that is JX= J - 0 and Ax=Ay=0 with respect to the

coordinate system depicted in fig 2.1, A, J  and thus E, are all z-directed and there is no 

variation of the fields and currents in the z-direction (they can be represented by only 

their z components in the formulas). This can lead to simplification of equation (2.17) by

specifying divA  and gradV implicitly to be zero. Substituting divA and gradV with zero, and 

dropping the z subscript from A, yields

-div y gradA=a(uxcurlA) (2.18)

On the other hand, for a general representation of the current in the formula if the source 

term Js is added in equation (2.18), then the governing equation for general 2D problems 

at zero frequencies can be obtained as



-div  y gradAbaxa{uxcurlx) + Js

If the problem involves motion in the x-direction only, equation (2.19) becomes

-div  y gradA = -  o (w_— ) + J. (2.20)
etc

2.2.1 Formation of the 2D FE Galerkin Equations

The weighted residual technique in the Galerkin Method is applied to equation

(2.20) in order to yield the FE equations. The weighted form of the governing equation

(2.20) is explained in the first chapter and can be stated as

f  tA-divygradA  + a(uz— ) - J x] d s=0 (2.21)
J*J dx

According to the FE procedure A is approximated over a 2D element by

A=J2 wi Ai {222)
i=l

where At denotes the potential values at the nodes of the element, W  denotes the basis or 

shape functions of the chosen element and * represents the number of the total nodes of 

the element. By using the approximation equation (2.22) in the weighted equation and 

applying integration by parts (see appendix 2.1) to the second order terms of the 

governing equation, we obtain

k
Ei=l I a_tj

dx
dW, d t,
ebe

dWt
~dy y "ajT

A , ds + OU
dWt
dx

At ds

(2.23)
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By the Galerkin Method, the shape function W is selected as the weighting function 

therefore equation (2.23) can be rewritten as:

The line integral term in both equations (2.23) and (2.24) is important in the 

application of the FE technique. When using A , the boundary condition (equation 2.12) 

can be automatically but weakly satisfied at a boundary between two elements by simply 

missing out the line integral term from the formula. This operation is correct as long as 

the elements are not on the outer boundaries. Because, inside the domain, two elements 

will have a commonly shared edge, and on this edge, they will have oppositely directed 

outward normal unit vectors shown in fig 2.3. Therefore, when considering the 

integration over the entire domain, the line integral terms will cancel out each other. This 

process is very significant and reduces the great amount of work involved in solving the 

field problems.

2.2.2 The Boundary Conditions With Magnetic Vector Potential

In the application, the interelement boundary conditions can be satisfied by 

dropping the line integral term from the FE equation. The only remaining part to

(2.24)

The procedure is carried out for all the nodes until j  is the maximum number of nodes.
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complete the 2D FE transformation from the partial differential equation is that of

specifying A at the outer or peripheral boundaries of the geometry. There are two

common cases that may be experienced in the magnetic field analysis. Either, the flux 

lines are assumed to cross the boundary at right angles, or the boundary itself is a flux

line. In terms of A , the first case is obtained using the homogeneous Neumann condition 

which sets the normal derivative of A to zero. This corresponds to an assumption that the

model includes infinitely high permeable iron surroundings. The Neumann condition can 

be easily implemented by missing out the line integral term from equation (2.24) for the 

peripheral boundary. The second case is named Dirichlet Condition and may be obtained 

by imposing fixed values on the matrix.

2.3 3D FE Analysis of Moving Conductor Problem

ID or 2D techniques may produce good results for many engineering problems 

by means of taking some calculated or experimentally found coefficients into account. 

However, there is always a need for realistic 3D modelling techniques for exact 

representation of geometrically complex problems.

Compared with 2D, the number of unknowns that have to be solved in a 3D FE 

problem increases sharply. The well known 3D elements such as rectangular bricks or 

triangular prism, involve a higher number of vertices than 2D ones. And also the addition

of 2 components of A in the 3D solution will escalate the increase even further. Not only

because of the increase in number of unknowns, but as a whole, the application of the



3D FE procedure in general is a very expensive computational process. In order to 

reduce the cost, an alternative technique which does not need A everywhere in the

model would be preferable. The alternative technique would replace A with scalar

potential or potentials which have only a single value to be found at each point in space. 

Despite the fact that the introduction of new potentials in the modelling will cause 

discontinuity of potentials when determining the field at the boundaries between the

regions, this replacement of scalar potentials is still worth doing as far as computing time

and computer storage capacity are concerned.

The A-Q> technique detailed in ref. [1.7] and [1.8] is believed appropriate to the

problems of this work. The technique uses A in only conducting regions, whereas non

conducting regions can be modelled by means of magnetic scalar potentials. The total 

scalar potential is useful only for regions not involving any source currents where J s and 

therefore curIHs is zero. It is well known that any curl operator of the gradient of a 

scalar function is zero, thus H can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar function

H= -gradfy T (2.25)

If the region has some source currents whose field is represented as curlHt = J , hence

Curl(H-Hs) will be zero, H-Hs can be equated to the gradient of a scalar function, that

is called the reduced scalar potential as the field is reduced by the source field. It is 

described in the formula below as:

HR = H -H s--g ra d ^R (2-26)



2.3.1 General 3D and the Field Equations

Only one governing equation for the entire model was used in the 2D problem. 

In the 3D application, the geometry is partitioned into 3 separate regions which are 

modelled by means of different kinds of potential hence the governing equations need to 

be developed independently for each region of the partitioned model shown in fig. 2.4.

The field equations for region 1 where, the source currents exist but eddy currents 

do not, are obtained in terms of the Reduced Scalar Potential $*. By using equations

(2.3),(2.6), and (2.26), the field or governing equation for the region 1 is derived as:

where F and r ' are the position vectors of the field point and source point respectively.

Region 2 contains neither source currents nor eddy currents. There might be a 

ferro magnetic material in the region whose relative permeability is much greater than 

one. If the region was modelled by means of the reduced scalar potential, the source and 

the magnetization field intensities would be nearly equal and opposite valued and will 

almost cancel each other. Therefore, as pointed out in reference [1.7], possible numerical 

difficulties might arise in the solution. The exclusion of iron or any kind of high 

permeable material from region 1 may be the simplest arrangement to prevent the 

possible inaccuracy. So the governing equation for the region can be obtained from

div\ilHs -  div\L1 grad$ R=0 (2.27)

In the equation above, Ha is specified by the Biot Savart law as

(2.28)
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Fig. 2.3 Interelement boundary between two elements
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Fig. 2.4 General 3D FE partition of the model for moving conductor problem
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(2.3), (2.7) and (2.25) as

div\i2 grad§T -  0 (2.29)

Region 3 includes only eddy currents hence it is often named as the eddy or 

conducting region. An eddy current is produced by an electric field acting in conjunction 

with conductivity. As it was described earlier, the electric field results from the motion 

of a conductor through a magnetic field. On the other hand, the time variation of the 

magnetic flux density also produces an electric field which has been excluded from the 

formulas, as presently only DC problems are concerned. However, the effect of the time 

variation of the field will be included later when an AC problem is studied in chapter 5.

Hence the problem is 3D, removal of gradV from the formula is not appropriate 

(a method which does not need V to be used as an unknown is introduced in chapter 4). 

If gradV is removed without rearrangement of the formula the uxCurlA term would define 

all the components of the eddy currents induced on the conductor. This implies that the 

current component on the conductor that is parallel to the direction of the motion is zero 

which may not be the case. So that, with the inclusion of gradV, the governing equation 

to be solved for the region, should be as;

curly curlA -  a[uxcurlA -  gradV] (2.30)

And divJ=  0 is also used together with the equation above for the solution. By using the 

definition of J  in equation (2.7) and equation (2.8), d ivJ= 0  will yield:

diva(uxcurlA -  gradV) = 0 (2-31)

Equation (2.30) comprises 4 unknowns and 3 equations. So that clearly another equation



is necessary for an unique solution. But equation (2.31) does not actually introduce any 

new information to equation (2.30) as it is obtained from <ffvJ= 0 which can be 

automatically satisfied when applying the div operator to both sides of equation (2.30). 

Nevertheless the necessary fourth equation can be supplied from the specification of div A. 

Incidentally, this will also ensure the uniqueness of the solution with the condition of 

An=0 on the boundary surface (more detail about uniqueness theorem is given in ref.[2.1]) 

The Lorentz gauge is also widely encountered particularly, in the applications where high

  1 a u
frequencies are involved. The Lorentz gauge sets divA to —  — .

pe dt

The Coulomb gauge is most commonly imposed rather than being taken as a 

separate set of equations along with the governing equations. This is mainly due to having 

a better shaped element matrix therefore convenience in the solution. The advantage of 

imposing divA will be conspicuous when 3D FE equations are derived in the next section.

The enforcement of the Coulomb gauge can be carried out by means of several methods 

such as the Lagrangian multipliers, the penalty technique etc. In the Lagrangian method,

the constraints divA=0 is multiplied by the Lagrangian multiplier and added to the

governing equation. The multiplier is treated as actual degrees of freedom for the new 

equation which includes the multiplied constraints term. The disadvantage of the method 

is that it introduces new additional unknowns to be found, and removes a number of 

degrees of freedom from the original set of equations, which depends on the number of 

multipliers. An example with the Lagrangian method is explained in reference [1.8]. 

However, the penalty technique used here, does not possess the drawback of the 

Lagrangian multiplier method which increases the total number of unknowns. This is an



important reason why the penalty technique is picked in this application. The penalty 

method adds the term a divN divA to the usual Galerkin form which will be obtained in
p

the next section, and satisfies the constraints approximately, ap is the penalty number. 

Because the solution satisfies the constraints approximately, the larger the value of a the 

better will be the constraint. This is well documented in reference [1.4]. On the other 

hand the addition of a new penalty term which is gradl/\i0 divA to the governing equation

(2.33) will produce exactly similar results if l/p^ is equal to (Xp [2.2].

2.3.2 Application of Boundary Conditions

The general model for a 3D problem denoted in fig 2.4 introduces 2 interface and 

2 outer boundaries. At the interface C12, between two scalar regions, two well known 

boundary conditions, Bn and Ht continuous, (equations (2.11) and (2.12)), should be

expressed in the scalar potentials. Then the conditions are rewritten as:

* £ +|i a „ = -n J * 1  (2.32)
1 dn ^  dn

^ * + H  = - ^ I  (2.33)
dt * dt

Hm and Hm are the normal and tangential components of the source current field given 

in equation(2.28).

The second interface boundary is between region 2 and region 3. The boundary 

conditions should include Jn=0 and A n=0 on the conductor surface, as well as conditions



(2.11) and (2.12). JtT=o automatically satisfies the condition of E-n=0 and, A-ti=0 is

needed for the condition divA=0. All these conditions can be expressed in terms of the

vector and scalar potentials as follows

-ri’p^gradfy T=n-curlA (2.34)

-nxgradfy T=uxy3curlA (2.35)

i i . i i - 0  (2.36)

n*a(uxcur!A-gradV) -  0 (2.37)

On the outer boundaries Cn and C33 a suitable choice of the Dirichlet or Neumann 

type or mixed conditions are applied depending on the potential which models the region.

2.3.3 Formation of the 3D FE Galerkin Equations

As the model consists of 3 regions the derivation of 3D FE equations from the 

governing equations should be carried out independently for each region. The procedure 

is similar to the 2D application. Naturally the elements for the approximation will be 

selected from the family of 3D standard elements.

Region 1: The reduced scalar region is represented by equation (2.27). However as ferro 

magnetic materials are excluded from the region (in a region of constant permeability or

free space, divB  and divH are both zero.) the first term of the equation can be



omitted, and if the weighted residual technique is applied, the residue term will be ;

Rv-  j  tj (div\il grad$R ) dv -  0 (2.38)

in order not to have the second order derivatives, by the Green’s theorem, equation

(2.38) becomes;

can be approximated at each node of finite elements by means of:

♦ * - E  w< **  (2-40)i=l

where Wt are the shape functions of a standard 3D element, and Jt is the number of nodes 

representing the element. On the other hand as shown in ref. [1.7], the surface terms are 

only needed on the boundary as the element technique gives a way to the elimination of 

them by means of opposite directed normal unit vectors of two adjacent elements when 

the integration is implemented. The replacement of tj with Wj shapes function as usual 

in the Galerkin method yields;

/ rgradtj tijgradQn dv-j^  - ds = 0 (2.39)

This formula without the surface integral term is valid everywhere in the region except 

the common boundary with the region 2.



Region 2 : The same procedure is adopted for region 2. The approximation of 4>r by

= £  WJ *n
i=l

(2.42)

is applied, and using Galerkin and Green’s theorem, the set of FE equations can be 

obtained as ;

/ ,

k
E 'awJ aw, aWj aw, awt aw, '

2
^2cbc cbc cly 3z dz ,

0 <2 -4 3 )

On the boundary between two scalar regions, there is more numerical exercise 

needed. As the regions are modelled by different potentials, the surface integral terms can 

not be simply missed out on the common boundary. However these integrals can be used 

to apply the boundary conditions. For the elements sharing a common boundary side in 

fig 2.5 by using equation (2.32) together with the surface terms in equations (2.41) and 

(2.43), the continuity of Bn yields

r „ ( £ 5 - . * *  -  f H  w . ^ d s - o
J 1 I dn J dn ) j  dn (2.44)Sa V ' *12

The equation above, and side by side summation of (2.41) and (2.43) will result with an 

equation expressed in the implicit form as

f  \xl gradWj gradWi dv + f  \i2 gradW, gradWt 4>r  dv 
vi v* (2.45)

= /
sa

Another set of equations required, as equation (2.45) involves two unknowns. One 

unknown can be eliminated by using the second boundary condition expressed with 

equation (2.33). By describing a reference point q ,at which the potentials are zero, the



Reference Point

Fig. 2.5 The Interface boundary between two scalar potential regions
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boundary equation (2.33) can be rewritten as

p
+JL=*J- / f  dt (2.46)

The substitution of (2.46) in (2.45) will eliminate one of the unknown scalar potentials, 

and ultimately define the final form of the boundary equation.

Region 3 : As the region is modelled by the vector potential A, the shape function needs 

to be a vector as well.

W i = " m «X + W* « , + W * (Z 47 )

The application of the FE procedure and the Galerkin technique to equation (2.30) 

results in ;

f  [curlW. ycurlA + W,a(uxcurlA -gradV)]dv  
3 _ (2.48)

j  (ycurlAxn) ds=0

In order to impose dtvA=0 by a penalty method the penalty term 

J  ap divW divA dv is added to equation (2.45) where a p is a large number, and is often

of the same order as l/n0. The additional term gives ;

J  J curlWj ycurlA + a pdivWj divA + Wj o (uxcurlA -gradV)^ dv
(2.49)

- S  Wj (yCurlAxn) ds = 0

The second set of equations resulting from divJ^O, are derived by using the shape function 

and Green’s theorem



J  Wj divJ dv = j  gradWj J  dv -  f  Wj I n  ds = 0 (2.50)

j  gradWj a(uxCurlA-gradV) dv

v;  _ (Z51> 
-  §  Wj a(uxCur1A-gradV) • n ds = 0

The surface integral term is important as it yields j-n=Q as the natural boundary condition 

on the inside of the conducting region.

The field quantities X  aHd V are approximated and replaced in equations (2.48) 

and (2.49) by:

I = £  WjA. (2.52)
i=l

v  Wi v i (2-53)
i= 1

where a is either A, or j4„ or A .  and w is either or or y r .  For simplicity in
X y  Z  I  JOB jpB  Zm ^  *

many cases wx=W=Wz=W.

When considering only x-directed motion, the approximations of a  and v  by 

(2.52) and (2.53), then all the 3D FE equations can be obtained. Ignoring die surface 

integral terms, these equations are listed as below;



Jl

/ £i  i= 1

awj
dz

+ a dF*2 dW 
p dx dx

dW, 
dy

dv -  0

0PF. dPF,
 "way - (2.54)

-  ^ A ,
dx 14 dy

dWj
dz

SWA ™ A
dy dz *

dWJ dw  A ur \ ( 9w a 3W.  \  dW .. 1 1 ,  '

(2.55)

/ e ]SR2
v3 M

+ a

ay

â 2 aw
p dz dz

™ A , -  
dy 3 dz *

dWj
dx

™ A d -  ™ A d 
dz 3 a* 3

Ajt + W j a \ u ( w A a - ™ A ] - W Vl }
3 J x [ d z  * dx ) dz 1 .

dv -  0

(2.56)

dWj
dz ( d z  * dx dJ dz *

dv = 0

(2.57)

Finally the evaluation of 3D boundary equations (2.34) - (2.37) on the boundary, 

with the scalar region by means of the approximate functions will deliver all the 

necessary 3D FE equations. The implementation is rather simple. For the boundary S23 

the surface term in (2.49) can be replaced, according to the boundary equation 2.36, by

f  W. y (uxcurlA-gradV) x n ds = f  W. (grad$T x n ) ds (2.58)
J *Z3 1 Jsa J

Similarly, replacing the surface integral term in equation (2.43) by using (2.34), which 

expresses the continuity of Bn, will ensure all the boundary conditions.
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f  dS -  f  W, curlA n  dS
r 2 dn I s *  J

(2.59)

2.4 The Solution of the FE Equations

The final step of the technique is that to find a way of solving a number of 

equations which are normally expressed in a matrix form as [K]*[al=[b]. In general, the 

number of unknowns involved in a FE problem can be high, from 1000 unknowns for a 

moderate problem up to 100000 for a complex geometry. This is why the effectiveness 

of the chosen method is significant.

Commonly the FE method yields K matrices which have a great deal of zero 

entries, ’sparse matrices’. This is apparent as the FE equations contain only nodal 

variables belonging to the same element. Therefore the method which will be selected for 

the solution should take advantage of the sparseness of the A matrix. From this point of 

view the direct methods such as Gauss elimination, Gauss Jordan, LU decomposition, etc. 

will not be efficient as they tend to use and store all the elements of [K]. Inside the 

bandwidth, as shown in [2.4] so the possible requirement of a very large memory for an 

even medium size problem is a big drawback of the direct methods. However, the 

iterative methods can exploit the spareness. In general these methods can be classified as 

the stationary and gradient methods. Principally, they employ trial solutions and improve 

them until the convergence within a desired tolerance is obtained. However when using 

a stationary method for instance Gauss Seidal or Successive Over Relaxation (SOR)
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which is an improved version of Gauss Seidal, the convergence even if assured for a 

moderate size problem (for not more than 2000 unknowns) can be very slow and the 

problem of inaccuracy may rise. Nevertheless the Gradient methods are the most likely 

superior ones for the FE applications. They aim to determine the position of the minimum 

of an enror function defined over n-dimensional space. And trial variables are improved 

to a lower value of the error function.

A gradient method, the pre-conditioned conjugate gradient, has been used to find 

the unknown variables of the FE equations. The method is briefly introduced along with 

the common characteristics of the gradient methods in appendix 2.2.

2.5 ’MEGA* FE package

In this work, some facilities of a package, called MEGA, is used in mesh 

generation and postprocessing. MEGA is a general 2D and 3D package for solving 

electrostatic, magnetostatic and eddy current problems and has been developed in the 

School of Electrical Engineering at the University of Bath.



CHAPTER 3

UP WINDING TECHNIQUE IN THE FE METHOD

3.1 Introduction

When solving certain physical problems represented by a second order ordinary 

or partial differential equation having also a first order derivative term, by numerical 

methods such as finite difference or finite element, there may arise a severe obstacle 

to obtaining accurate results, namely the occurrence of oscillations in the solution. 

Fluid flow and heat transfer are good examples of such problems. The difficulty 

arises especially at high values of the first derivative term. As the moving conductor 

problem also contains a similar first order derivative term in its differential 

representation, the same problem is likely to be encountered. Therefore, when the 

solution of the moving conductor problem is attempted by the FE method as detailed 

in the previous chapter from the classical Galerkin point of view, possible spurious 

oscillations in the solution can occur. The remedy to this problem in the FE technique 

has long been known as ’upwinding’. The particular upwinding scheme used here is 

that developed by Hughes for fluid flow problems [3.1].

In this chapter, firstly the occurrence of the oscillations is shown analytically 

in a general one dimensional problem. Then the problem is also displayed for a 

typical moving conductor problem, as a 2D model of an electrical machine. The 

solution method, the upwinding scheme, is investigated and introduced to the problem. 

Finally the 3D FE technique provided with upwinding is used to determine the drag



and normal forces produced by a coil suspended over an aluminium conducting plate. 

This problem is of interest in the field of magnetic levitation of vehicles for transport 

(MAGLEV).

3.1.1 1 -Dimensional Approach

Although only 2D and 3D problems are concerned in this work, a ID approach 

is very useful for illustrating the occurrence of oscillations in the solution. A typical 

ID second order differential equation having a first order derivative term, for any kind 

of physical problem, expressed as below, is considered as a test problem.

d  ,, d f. ,d f  n (3.1)—  (k^ -)  + = 0
dx dx dx

where it,/ >0 are constants. By using the boundary values A°)=l and and

describing m=Z / it, the exact solution of the equation is

j.mx _mH
m  = e e .2)

1 -  emH

When the classical Galerkin FE method is applied to equation (3.1) by using a simple

first order linear element which is a line segment with a length h  and two nodes, one

each end (figure 3.1), a set of linear equations is obtained as:

-(1-P) f i tl  -  2f t -  (1+P) /,_! = o (3.3)

In the equation above p which is equal to lhf2k, corresponds to Peclet number (or 

Reynold number in fluid flow). The solution of the set (3.3) is



(3.4)

where c x and C2 constants are determined by the boundary conditions. From equation

numbers lying in the interval between -1 and 1. For values outside this interval, the 

solution includes oscillations.

It is also clear that in the ID case, the standard Galerkin FE results give 

exactly the same set of equations as obtained from the finite difference method using 

the central difference form. The standard method selects the shape function such that 

the origin of the element is the sampling point. The solution for the occurrence of 

oscillations in the finite difference method is the replacement of the central difference 

form with the backward difference form. This yields the solution as:

This solution above is oscillation free, however this is accomplished at the expense 

of accuracy, as the error term is proportional with the grid size h, in the backward 

form rather than h 2 in the central difference form. A similar argument can also be 

used to eliminate the oscillations in the FE method. This is shown in the following 

section.

(3.4) it can be clearly seen that a stable solution is possible only at certain Peclet

,  _ c i P2+C2 (1+p)
J i  «  _

(3.5)
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3.2 The 2D Moving Conductor Problem and Upwindine

In the previous chapter the 2D governing equation for the moving conductor 

problem in which motion is only in the x direction, was obtained as:

The Peclet number for the equation above is specified as

a  -  aU*iiH (3-7)
2

As explained in the case of the ID problem at high Peclet numbers, the solution of 

equation (3.6) by the Galerkin method which uses an equivalent of the central 

difference approach will have non physical oscillations. In fact, the problem can be 

overcome by reducing the element size, h, to a degree that the Peclet number lies in 

the desired oscillation free interval. This, however, may well require a very fine mesh 

particularly at high speeds. Therefore a more practical and applicable method should 

be recommended. The introduction of a biased weighting function in the process by 

Hendries can be one way of solving the problem [3.2]. The technique, as an 

alternative to the Galerkin method, replaces the shape function with a more general 

unsymmetrical new function by (for the ID example)

divy gradA + au (3.6)

tjix) = Wj{x) ± Ck Wbjix)k rrbj (3.8)

so that the function CkWbj.(x), as shown in fig. 3.2, biases the normal shape function



V x

Fig. 3.1 A line segment and ID approach

f ( x )

W <x> 1

V

Fig. 3.2 Example of a biased shape function by Heinrich
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Wj(x). In reference [3.3] Wbj and the optimal choice of Ck are given as

W = ~ ^ x(pC~ K)
(3.9)

Ck -  coth — -  — 
* 2 a

(3.10)

Although the technique has been used in some applications [3.4], it increases the order 

of the polynomials used in the shape function and causes more difficult integral 

calculations. The upwinding solution by Hughes is simpler and inexpensive as it only 

modifies the first order term (velocity term) and leaves the rest unchanged. When 

using a 2D quadrature element with the natural coordinate system (in fig. 3.3) the unit 

velocity vectors in both directions (for a general 2D problem) are:

and the Peclet numbers are defined as:

According to the Hughes Scheme, a Gauss point at the origin of the element 

(an element with a centrally located Gauss point corresponds to the central difference 

approach of the finite difference method and produces the highest accuracy for the

integration but causes oscillation) is moved to another position x  ( £ , t ] )  which is 

decided in accordance with the direction of the motion, by the formulas given below

uf = u e f and u = ue„C C H T1 (3.11)

coth aI  = coth a 1 (3.13)
a
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Fig. 3.3 Hughes’s upwinding scheme and new position of a sample point
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The displacement of the sampling points also leads to a new specification of the 

Galerkin form of the first order term described in equation (2.24). Then it becomes

£  wi w
dWt (t )

dx A J c (0) c (3.14)

where « (0) is the velocity evaluated at the origin of the isoparametric element, Jc

is the jacobian of the isoparametric transformation, C is a constant and equals 4 for 

2D elements (2 and 8 for ID and 3D elements respectively).

3.2.1 A 2-D Test Problem

The linear electrical machine shown in fig 3.4 is considered as the test 

problem to show the effect of the FE method with and without upwinding in the 

solution of the moving conductor problem. The machine involves a highly permeable 

moving conducting rotor (the value of relative permeability and conductivity of rotor 

used in the problem are 2000 and 107 S/m respectively). The stator contains current 

sheets on the boundary with the air-gap. The sheets (with a current density of 2.5 108 

A/m2) are modelled with 0.25 mm thickness so that almost an exact comparison with 

the Fourier analysis technique using current sheets with zero thickness would be 

possible. The Fourier technique is distinctly detailed in chapter 5 and applied to this 

particular problem in the same manner. Furthermore the Fourier technique can only 

be applied under the assumption of an infinitely long machine in the x-direction of 

fig 3.4. Therefore the 2D FE model should also be able to represent this feature. This 

is carried out by applying the periodicity conditions to the nodes lying on the outer



boundaries marked AB and A’B’ on fig 3.5. The periodicity condition implies that 

the fields are exactly the same at the periodicity boundaries. The condition is 

implemented by setting the potentials which lie on the two periodicity boundaries, and 

equally distanced from the x-axis, equal.

3.2.2 Results

The validity of upwinding and its importance in solving the moving conductor 

problem can be appreciated by comparing results obtained from the FE technique with 

and without upwinding, with the results of the analytical Fourier method. The air-gap 

normal flux density and force calculations are considered for the comparison. The 

drag and normal forces are calculated by using the method of the Maxwell’s stresses 

in the air-gap (section 4.3). Two meshes are utilized for the FE calculations. The 

average element size, h, is 4mm in the coarse mesh, and 1 mm in the fine mesh 

shown in figs. 3.6 and 3.7.

The drag force density and normal force density results are shown in tables 3.1 

and 3.2, for both fine and coarse meshes at different velocities, thereby at different 

Peclet numbers. From these results and the force-speed characteristics shown in figs 

3.8 and 3.9, it can be noted that, particularly in drag force calculations, the errors in 

the no upwind case increase rapidly with high Peclet numbers, and that the upwinding 

technique cures the problem and produces accurate results. The normal and tangential 

air-gap flux densities at u=50 m/s are shown in figs. 3.10 and 3.11. They also 

indicate a slight inaccuracy for the no upwind case, which leads to vastly different 

drag force results.
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Fig. 3.4 2D test problem with steel rotor

Fig. 3.5 Specification of the periodicity boundaries for the test motor
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Drag Force [N] Normal Force [N]

Speed
[m/s]

Peclet
No.

Fourier Upwind No-upwind Fourier Upwind No-upwind

2.5 125 5.26 4.84 6.36 346 342 345

5 250 7.3 6.72 10.59 339 335 342

10 500 10.01 9.25 19.19 331 326 340

20 1000 13.72 12.62 36.5 319 314 333

50 2500 20.25 18.17 80.9 296 291 294

Table 3.1 Coarse mesh results

Drag Force [N] Normal Force [N]

Speed
[m/s]

Peclet
No.

Fourier Upwind No-upwind Fourier Upwind No-upwind

2.5 31.2 5.26 5.07 5.53 346 344 345

5 62.5 7.3 7.04 8.11 339 338 340

10 125 10.01 9.70 12.4 331 329 335

20 250 13.72 13.22 20.44 319 317 328

50 625 20.25 19.43 44.35 296 295 315

Table 3.2 Fine Mesh results



3.3 The 3D Moving Conductor Problem And Unwinding

The upwinding technique is also exercised in a 3D application. The test 

problem is chosen from the area of high speed magnetically levitated ground transport 

systems, MAGLEV, which stands for magnetic levitation.

The basic concepts of MAGLEV have long been known, but some systems 

have become economically more interesting after recent successes in obtaining low 

temperature super conducting materials. There are few possible techniques for 

magnetic levitation. These are, briefly:

i) Repulsion between permanent magnets

ii) Repulsion between A.C. iron-cored magnets and eddy cunrents induced in a 

conducting guideway.

iii) Attraction between ferromagnetic rails and controlled electromagnets 

(electromagnetic suspension).

iv) Repulsion between moving magnets with DC excitation and eddy currents induced 

in nearby conductors by virtue of the relative motion (electrodynamic suspension).

Among these options, the consideration of electromagnetic suspension (attraction 

force) is common for low speed applications whereas for high speeds applications the 

electrodynamic system is often a more favourable choice. This technique uses the 

repulsive force between superconducting magnets, mounted on the underside of the 

vehicle, and eddy currents induced in aluminium conductors on the guideway surface 

by the moving magnets. There is no levitation without motion.



The magnetic levitation increases rapidly at low speeds and tends to be reduced while 

the speed increases. The second force, magnetic drag force also rises rapidly at low 

speeds to its peak and drops off with increasing speed. The biggest advantage of using 

this system that it can operate with a large guideway clearance or air-gap and no 

control system is needed to control this gap. The system is stable, without a control 

system.

In this work, only a super conducting field coil which is levitated above an 

aluminium guide way strip is examined. All the technical side of the Maglev system 

and its design are ignored here. Only the numerical solution methods of the moving 

conductor problem are concerned.

3.3.1 The Theory

The governing partial differential and its equivalent 3D FE equations for the 

moving part were derived earlier. The partial differential governing equation in 3D 

was:

curly curlA -  a (uxcurlA -gradV) (3.15)

The terms involving velocity require a special treatment to prevent oscillations 

occurring in the solution. As in the 2D case, the treatment is upwinding. In the 3D 

problem, the upwinding procedure can be implemented in a similar manner, to that 

described for the 2D problem. Different sampling points are used for evaluating the 

velocity terms only of equation (3.6). For element e:



J  Wj o(uxC urlA) dv
e

is replaced with

Y , Wftc) ( ou(Q)xcurlA(z) ) Jc (0) C <3-16)

In this formula, C- 8 as the problem is 3D, and the optimum position for x is also 

determined by equation (3.9).

3.3.2 Results

A filamentary rectangular coil shown in fig. (3.12) is modelled in 3D. The 

current in the coil is as high as 10s A . Because of symmetry only half of the coil 

is represented in the model. The coarse mesh and fine mesh are displayed in figs. 

3,13 and 3.14. The results, force-speed characteristics in which speed varies from 

0 m/s to 100 m/s, are displayed in figs (3.15) and (3.16).

The Fourier transform method developed by Reitz and Davis [3.4] is used to 

predict the accuracy. In the application of the Fourier transform technique, the 

conducting plate is assumed to have infinite extent so that the results of the FE model 

should not correspond exacdy as in the 2D linear machine problem. However, the 

agreement in forces obtained by using the Maxwell stress method ( outlined in 

section 4.3) for FE-upwinding and the transform method is still reasonable, (see fig



3.15 and 3.16). And importantly, FE without upwinding failed to converge at speeds 

higher than 40 m/s.

The formulations of drag and 

given in appendix 3.1. The integrals 

Nag-library facilities.

3.4 Conclusion

The oscillating effect of the standard Galerkin approach to 2D and 3D moving 

conductor problems have been demonstrated. This effect causes a large inaccuracy 

in the solution at high Peclet numbers. However, it has been observed that when 

upwinding is introduced to the velocity term, the inaccuracy problem caused by the 

oscillating effect has been resolved. The Hughes scheme has been used for 

upwinding. The biggest advantage of the scheme is that only the velocity term needs 

to be upwinded therefore, the computational burden, compared with the other 

schemes, is minimal. Even when using upwinding, it is possible for the conjugate 

gradient technique to fail to converge. This has been found for Peclet numbers of 

about 6000 in 3D problems. At this point, the only remedy is to refine the mesh 

so that the Peclet number can be reduced.

lift forces by the Fourier transform method are 

of the formulas were determined by using the
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CHAPTER 4

A NEW OPTIMAL FORMULATION FOR 3D MOVING CONDUCTOR

PROBLEMS

4.1 Introduction

A method to solve the 3D moving conductor problem by using the vector and 

electric scalar potentials in the conducting region, and the magnetic scalar potentials 

in the rest of the model was described in chapter 2. A new method which does not 

require the electric scalar potential inside conductors is introduced in this chapter. 

The new method will have an obvious computational advantage in that only three 

variables are used for the conducting region rather than four. In addition to this, the 

final matrix will be better conditioned than before and consequently the solution 

process will be much faster, when the pre-conditioned bi-conjugate gradient technique 

is used to solve the final set of equations.

A test rig was set up to verify the substance of the technique experimentally. 

A DC magnet was designed for the test. The air gap flux density, normal force and 

drag force measurements are used in the comparison.



4.2 The Formulation

As it was pointed out in chapter 2 that, in general, 3D eddy current 

formulations, unless the motional effect is negligible, include the gradV term. 

Having considered divj=0 and J=oE, the Galerkin procedure, and using the 

equation

f  W d iv ld v  = -  J  grad w J  dv  + j w - J - n d s  = 0
V V 5

the equation below which includes gradV was obtained and used in the solution. 

Wo {uxcurlA -  gradV) n ds -  JgradW a {uxcurlA -  gradV) dv -  0

The surface integral term in the formula is important to set J.ii=0 on the inside 

surface of conductors. Otherwise, If gradV is not contained, the treatment of J.n=0 

as a natural boundary condition would be incorrect. However, the removal of gradV 

thus the electric scalar potential, would reduce one unknown from the system, and 

require only one set of equations to be solved. Therefore the formula without gradV 

would be very advantageous. For the removal of the gradV from equation (2.15), 

a study of the u x curl A term is useful. Since,

uxcurlA = grad(A'U) -  (Ji'grad)A

simply defining V as below,

V = A 'U  (42)
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will achieve the desired removal of gradV by obtaining

curly curlA = a [ ( -u.grad) A +grad(A.u) -grad(A .u )] (4.3)

And the new formula without gradV will be:

curly curl A -  o {u-grad) A QA)

And Green’s theorem yields:

f  (curlWjycurlA -  aWj(u*grad)A )dv -  £  W ^y curlAxn) ds -  0
V s

Afterwards, the procedure is the same as described in chapter 2 and chapter 

3. The divergence of A is enforced by using the penalty technique. And the same 

upwinding technique as before is used to prevent the possible oscillations occuring in 

the solution. On the other hand because J  is defined as, o(u.grad)A, J.n=0 will be 

obtained when A.n=0 is imposed on the boundary.

4.3 The Maxwell Stress Method and Force Calculations

There are several ways of calculating the forces in electromagnetism [4.1]. The 

Maxwell stress method is one of the most common ones. In contrast to the virtual 

work technique which employs a volume integral to determine the stored energy first, 

the Maxwell stress method finds local stress at all points of boundary surface, then 

sums the local stresses by means of a surface integral which yields the total net force 

[4.2]
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There are two types of Maxwell stresses, the tensile stress ft along the lines 

of force and the compressive stress fn, at right angles to the lines of force. These 

stresses in vacau are expressed in terms of normal and tangential components of B as;

B B
/ ,  = —  (4.6)

Fo

and

f - ? L * L  (4.7)
“ 2(i0

4.4 A DC Magnet and Test Ri2

A rig, which is sketched in fig 4.1, and pictured in fig. 4.2 was built to test the 

validity of both formulations for the moving conductor problem. For this, a ’C’ core 

magnet represents the stator (fig. 4.3). The rotor consists of a steel drum faced by a 

continuous aluminium plate rotating as the moving conductor. All the eddy currents 

induced in the plate here are due to the velocity of the moving conductor, as the 

currents flowing through the coils of the magnet are only DC. The shaft of the 

aluminum-steel drum is coupled with a DC motor by means of a belt, in order that 

the speed of the drum can be varied by adjusting the field current of the DC motor.

As it is illustrated in fig 4.4, the magnet involves only one slot in which two 

coil sides are placed. It is held in a cage, which is free to rotate about the centre of 

the drum shaft, so that the drag force can be measured. Other load cells holding the
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic showing of the test rig
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Fig. 4.2 Photographs of the test rig
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magnet perpendicularly to the top plane of the cage, are used to measure the normal 

force. The overall details of the magnet and the drum rotor are exhibited in table 4.1, 

and fig 4.5 shows a 3D computer view of the magnet with the coils.

4.4.1 Measurements

The normal force, drag force and normal air gap flux density measurements 

were carried out. A gaussmeter and a hall-effect sensor are arranged for the flux 

measurements. The sensor is placed in the air gap, and distanced equally from the 

magnet and the rotor. The results presented in fig 4.8 are obtained at several points 

along the air gap while the drum rotates at 10 m/s.

Two different types of transducers are employed for the force measurements. 

The normal force is measured by means of three Kistler type piezo-electric quartz 

transducers, together with a charge amplifier. The output voltage of the amplifier is 

read by a digital voltmeter. For the drag force, a strain gauge load cell is used. All 

the force measurements were carried out at various speeds from standstill to the 

maximum of 20 m/s. The results taken from force measurements are displayed in 

table 4.3 and in figs. (4.9) and (4.10).
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4.4.2 3D Finite Element Model

A 3D FE representation of the magnet is generated, and modelled with both 

formulations of which one requires the electric scalar inside the eddy region as in 

section (2.3.3), and the other does not as in section 4.2.

Due to symmetry, as it is shown in fig 4.6, only half of the magnet is 

sufficient to be modelled for this particular problem. The boundary conditions 

resulting from the symmetry must be satisfied. According to the description of 

symmetry, the currents only exist in the normal direction to the symmetry plane, 

therefore the magnetic field is tangential to the plane (only x and y components). This 

will lead to Ax=Ay=0 on the conductor symmetry plane being imposed. If the normal 

component of the magnetic field is zero on the boundary, in case of A modelling the 

domain, the Dirichlet boundary condition which sets A=0 is in force, and in case of 

<I>, the Neumann boundary condition which sets the normal derivative of the field to 

zero is in force.

The 3D mesh is exhibited in fig. 4.7. Despite the round drum rotor, the 

model includes only planar elements for simplicity. This can be justified by having 

a constant air gap between the magnet and the drum. The drum diameter (0.305 m) 

is quite big compared with the length of the magnet (0.044 m) so errors will be small.

In the model, all the iron parts are assumed to be non-conducting and have a 

linear permeability. The conductivity of the eddy region is also assumed to be



reduced scalar region where no ferro nor conducting materials exist Table 4.2 

indicates the material property values that are used in the model. Some information 

about the geometrical mesh such as the number of nodes, elements etc. is included in 

the same table as well.

4.5 Results and Conclusion

The problem involving 3D eddy currents generated by velocity effects have 

been investigated. The flux density at u=10 m/s, and the drag and normal forces at 

various speeds are plotted in figs. 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 respectively. The induced currents in 

the conducting plate (at u=10 m/s) are also included in figure 4.11. As it can be noted 

from force and normal flux density results presented in table 4.3, and in figs 4.8-4.10, 

the new method has produced almost identical results with the old method. However, 

the removal of the electric scalar, as presented in table 4.4, has led to 2.1 times less 

consumption of cpu time for the solution. Therefore the use of new method, from the 

cost point of view, can be extremely significant especially when the number of 

unknowns involved in the problem is high. The experimental results shown with the 

computed results verify the point that the removal of V will not lead to inaccuracy 

in the solution of moving conductor problems.
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Magnet Yoke height 

Magnet yoke width 

Magnet slot width 

Magnet tooth width 

Magnet air gap

42 mm 

12 mm 

20 mm 

12 mm 

2.5 mm

Drum steel width 50 mm

Drum steel radius 305.88 mm

Dmm aluminium 110 mm

Drum aluminium 0.90 mm

Number of turns of coil 189

Table 4.1 Details of the Magnet and drum rotor

Total nodes 5160

Total elements 4256

Nodes per level 258

Elements per level 224

Number of levels 20

Table 4.2.a Details of the 3D geometric mesh of magnet

Relative
permeability (*ir)

Conductivity 
(o) S/m

Magnet iron 500 0

Air 1 0

Aluminium plate 1 3.2 * 107

Rotor iron 500 0

Table 4.2.b Physical properties used in the model



V Speed [m/s] F0 Drag Force [N] Fn Normal Force [N]

0.00 0.00 65.10

0.80 4.42 63.08

2.50 9.95 60.16

3.80 14.10 55.20

5.00 16.80 51.00

6.40 18.91 45.90

7.65 21.20 38.75

10.00 21.45 32.25

11.25 22.05 27.50

12.80 21.52 23.30

15.00 21.08 18.10

17.95 20.59 13.85

20.00 19.43 9.13

Table 4.3 Force Measurements

With V Without V

Number of equations 7351 6763

Number of iterations for the 
convergence of bi-conjugate 
gradient method

152
i
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Charged CPU time 12:47:30 6:56:23

Table 4.4 The Comparison of the 2 Formulations at lOm/s



CHAPTER 5

TWO PHASE LINEAR INDUCTION SERVOMOTOR

5.1 Introduction

Only DC types of moving conductor problem have been dealt with in the 

previous chapters. However AC type of moving conductor problems are also common 

in applications. Therefore the solution of them by means of numerical or analytical 

methods is significant.

The present chapter comprises the application of the methods that were used 

in only DC problems earlier, to an AC problem. A two phase linear induction servo 

motor is selected for the sample problem. Initially a simple procedure is followed for 

the design. Then the Fourier analysis method is applied for an analytical solution. 

After solving the problem by means of previously developed FE techniques in 2D and 

3D, all these results are compared with the experimentally obtained results.

5.2 The 2-Phase Linear Induction Servomotor and Its Design

2-Phase linear induction machines are simply the linear adaptation of 

the conventional 2-phase rotary machines. This adaptation from a conventional rotary 

machine can be easily carried out by a radial plane-cut and, replacement of the rotor 

by a conducting plate. Servomotors are commonly used in high performance control



systems and most often their power varies from a few watts to 1000 watts so that 

they are classified as small power machines.

In general use; a servomotor has two windings, called reference and control 

windings that are electrically 90 degrees displaced from each other. In practice, 

normally the amplitudes of the currents in the two windings are not the same. The 

force or torque output is controlled by adjusting the amplitude of the control winding 

voltage. The schematic of windings of a 2-phase servomotor is shown in fig 5.1.

5.2.1 The Air-gap Equation and Force

For an analytical solution to the performance of the servomotor, it is assumed 

that the servomotor is connected to a constant current source and the control winding 

is fed with a current whose phase differs 90 degrees from the reference phase. Due 

to the very high rotor resistivity that servomotors normally have, the stator impedance 

can be neglected. This leads to a constant current approach that is more desirable and 

simple than a constant voltage approach from the analytical solution point of view. 

The current density of the reference and control phases can be expressed as in ref.

[5.1] ;

T T K X  .
J r ~ ■'si cos----- sin o f (5.1)

and

(5.2)

where s is pole pitch. Then the total current density Js is found as:



Js =
J s, + • / * n x \ sin(co t  )

s
Jst -Js . • / * ™x \ sin (cot + ---- ) (5.3)

The expression 5.3 includes the forward and backward components of the total current 

density. If these components are replaced in the air-gap equation which is obtained 

in appendix 5.1 as

& B y  _  H ° UX d B y  _ H ^ ^ y  P p  dJs 
dx2 g dx g  dt g  dx

(5.4)

where g is the air gap length and us is the speed of rotor. Then the flux waves can 

be found for these forward and backward components respectively as

[Jsl + /jjj] f M ( j \
— ° + —w I G J

\ . . s /
\  / g j ( a t  -  xxfs)

G2 )

(5.5)

( P r l
^/(w t+Trx/s) ( 5  6 )

where pr the rotor resistivity and defined as p/tr, (tr is thickness of the rotor 

conducting plate), us is speed of the stator field, Q. is slip, G is the goodness factor, 

defined in reference [5.1] as
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c  2^ o  / (5.7)

Once the flux density and the total surface current density are known at any point 

along the air-gap of the machine the produced torque or force can be evaluated easily. 

The torque is decribed as:

By using equations (5.3), (5.5) and (5.6), the torque therefore force can be obtained

[5.1]. In general, the force is expressed as:

5.2.2 Basic Requirements and a Simple Design of the Servomotor

The main function of a servomotor is to provide the position control against 

the force or torque. This is why one of the factors of the design is that the servomotor 

should lead to optimum performance of the servo system rather than of the machine 

itself. The power factor and efficiency of a servomotor are not as significant as they 

can be for an energy machine. The driving force or torque should be zero at any

(5.8)

(5.9)

so that, the eqn. above will yield the force at standstill as:

F = PrSP2 Js' +Js> 
«, 1 + G2

(5.10)
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speed when there is no signal applied to the control winding. If the motor is current 

fed, as it is explained in ref [5.1], this condition is automatically satisfied when the 

goodness factor G is smaller than 1. The rotor resistivity of a 2-phase servomotor is 

thus made sufficiently high, so that any operation on the reference phase alone is 

avoided. And also ffom the solution of the air-gap equation (5.4) maximum torque or 

force is obtained when the goodness factor is equal one. These points are clearly 

discussed in reference [5.1]. As the efficiency is insignificant, in this case, the design 

of a servomotor mainly involves satisfying the condition that G<I. From the 

description of G in equation (5.7), when the pole pitch and air-gap are fixed, the 

design problem can be reduced to the selection of a suitable thickness of the 

conduction plate. In this particular design problem, the air-gap is fixed to 3 mm which 

is as low as manufacturing and operating techniques allow to yield the forces as high 

as possible.

In a linear machine; due to the slotted structure of the stator and transfer edge 

effects that ignored in this simple design process, a new air-gap and rotor resistivity 

values should be considered rather than the actual ones. Since the actual stator is 

slotted, the air gap reluctance is higher than that of the unslotted model of stator. A 

new air-gap is found by using the Carter coefficients given in appendix 5.2. The new 

increased rotor resistivity thereby decreased conductivity is determined by means of 

Russel and Norsworthy formulas (see appendix 5.2). Furthermore the length and width 

of the rotor plate should be sufficient to cover the flux which crosses the air-gap from 

the stator. The frequency of the supply currents can be variable but the most common 

50 Hz supplies are preferred so that complex power amplifiers are not needed in the



operation. The size of the motor was kept small so that it would be easy to construct

in the workshop.

\

By taking all these factors into consideration, the dimensions of the motor 

shown in fig. 5.2 are specified as in table 5.1. The overall 3D view is also included 

in fig. 5.3. The coils and current directions are illustrated in fig. 5.4.

5.3 The Application of Laver Theory With Fourier Analysis Technique

Before applying powerful but at the same time possibly costly techniques, in 

some cases of electromagnetic field analysis simple methods could also produce a 

satisfactory answer to the problem. Therefore the introduction of these rather easy 

applicable and programmable techniques and their analysis of accuracy and 

applicability would be very vital. On the other hand these techniques can also be used 

in comparison and verification of the other specifically developed techniques.

The layer analysis method is one of these useful tools that can be employed. 

The method uses the theory which is explained in ref [5.6]. Additionally, in this work, 

the fourier analysis method which considers each harmonic of the excitation, is 

combined with the layer theory [5.7]. This can be implemented accordingly with the 

assumption that infinite series of identical machines are spaced in the direction of 

motion.



5.3.1 The Model and Some Assumptions

The technique is based on the fact that the model has a number of 

electromagnetically different regions of infinite extent in the x-direction in accordance 

with fig 5.5 which illustrates the general model and the coordinate system. The 

travelling field is produced by an applied current sheet at the interface between two 

layers, distributed sinusoidally and flowing normal to the direction of motion. The 

slotted primary structure with its windings is not desirable for the technique. Thus, the 

actual slotted form is replaced with a smooth surface and the current carrying 

windings are replaced by fictious infinitely thin current elements, called current sheets 

each having linear current densities (fig 5.6). The actual air-gap of the device is 

replaced with an effective air-gap, as described previously, the smooth slotless stator 

leads to more flux crossing the air-gap than the actual case.

Since the excitation is assumed not to vary in the z- direction, the field 

quantities are also invariant in the same direction. In the technique, the model consists 

of regions that are assumed to be all planar. Excluding the top and bottom regions 

which have infinite thickness, all the other regions are represented with having a 

finite thickness. All end effects of a typical linear machine and saturation effects of 

high permeable iron regions are neglected. The specified model is given in fig 5.7 and 

includes the regions of the servomotor and the current sheets on the surface between 

the stator iron and the air-gap.



Ro t o rA n p l i  T i e r

Fig- 5.1 Schematic of windings of a 2-phase servomotoi
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Fig. 5.2 Stator of the servomotor
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Fig. 5.3 Overall view of the servomotor
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Slot width 13 mm

Tooth width 6.5 mm

Air-gap 3 mm

Stator iron width 41 mm

Al-plate width 0.91 mm

Al-plate width 110 mm

Slot depth 25 mm

Back iron stator width 10.5 mm

Diameter of drum 303 mm

Frequency of supply 50 Hz

Table 5.1 Details of the Test Rig and the Servomotor
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5.3.2 Harmonic Winding Analysis

In general, a slot of machine which is placed on the stator along the air-gap 

contains a time sinusoidal current represented by I  which may be complex. This slot 

has also N-series conductors of the same phase produces a rectangular pulse of 

conductor density, fig 5.8. The amplitude of the n.th harmonic of this pulse can be 

found by the fourier technique (appendix 5.3). Thus the current density of n.th

harmonic for the slot centred at x  can be determined as described in ref. [5.8]:m

j  = N I "y  anfofcS) C-M*m (5.11)
5 ML nk6

In this equation, the forward and backward components of the current density can also 

be expressed singly when n<0 and n>0 respectively.

If the same procedure is carried out for the other slots and ultimately for the 

other phases the total current density is obtained by summing up.

5.3.3 The Field Equations

The governing equation to which the layer theory will be applied is also derived from 

the Maxwell equations. As described in chapter 2; from eqns. (2.2) and (2.7) it can 

be stated that:
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curlH = o E  (5.12)

If the curl operator is applied to both sides of the equation above, and considering 

(2.1) and (2.6), while conductivity and permeability are constant then

curlcurlB = -  o p —  (5.13)
dt

since curl curlB = -divgradB  + graddivB and using eqn.(2.3)

divgradB -  o n - ^  (5.14)

is obtained. If the cartesian coordinate system is choosen, and because all the 

quantities were assumed invarient in the z direction, equation (5.14) can be rewritten 

as

&B &B dB / c u .  + -----  = o p —  (o.lo)
dx2 dyz dt

When the normal component of B  which is By according to the model and the 

selected coordinate system, are considered together with the form of equation (5.11), 

then equation (5.15) can be developed further to

# B ?  

3 y7
y-  = (A.2) " # "  <5 1 6 )

where A = (P w 2 +ypwo  )1/z



By doing so, the partial differential equation (5.15) has been transformed to an 

ordinary differential equation (5.16). For the solution of this ordinary difffential 

equation, the boundary conditions need to be defined.

5.3.4 The Boundary Equations

Regarding region r in the general model shown in fig. 5.5, the boundary 

conditions are expressed for 3 different possible cases. The normal component of the 

flux density By is continuous across a boundary. This is formulated as

B -  B , (5.17)yr yr-1

The second condition states that the tangential component of the magnetic field 

strength Hx is also continuous across a boundary if there is no current sheet, otherwise 

it is discontinuous.

= ■»„-! + JS <5-18>

where is just above, and H ^ j  is just below the current sheet.

Finally, from the description of the model and the periodic nature of the excitation,

all field quantities are specified to vanish at y  = ± <» .

5.3.5 The Solution Method

The general solution of the ordinary differential equation (5.16) is expressed

as;
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By = Cl eXy * C2e~ly (5.19)

where C1 and C2 are the constants to be found.

can also be obtained similarly from eqn. (2.3) which states divB=0, as

H   ----- —  (C1XeXy -  C.Xe ~XA (5-20)
j k n \ i y 1 2 1

By obtaining (5.19) and (5.20), the problem is reduced to finding C, and C2 

constant values. When using the boundary conditions of (5.17) and (5.18) at a 

boundary where y=g„ in equations (5.19) and (5.20), C, and C2 can be eliminated. 

This leads to the solution obtained in transfer matrix form for region r as

B , r Tn  W W B yr - 1

H*r. Tn (r)

where the [T] matrix is often called the transfer matrix, and the elements of it are 

given in appendix A5.4

At y  = ± <» , all the field quantities disappear. This requires a different

approach for the top and bottom regions. When y=-°°, in equation (5.19) C2 must 

be zero, This will yield:

Byl -  Hxl (5.22)
A1

similarly for the top region, the equation below is obtained when y=°o.



j k n  n g (5.23)

The value of the field at any point, y=Y which lies between any two layers, 

for instance y=gr.j and y=g„ may be significant, especially when a precise comparison 

with the other numerical techniques or experimental results is needed. The values of 

and By at the desired point Hx are obtained as:

The same number of unknowns,( By and Hx ) and the equations are obtained 

from (5.21) and the boundary conditions. Thus, the solution of the [K] [a] = [b] 

matrix equation (where K is a mxm dimensional square matrix and mainly consists 

of the elements of the transfer matrices, b and a are m dimensional column matrixes 

representing the source excitation term and the unknowns respectively ) will be the 

solution desired.

A simple Fortran 77 programme is used to obtain Hx and By values of each 

region. The region properties such as, frequency, conductivity, thickness etc. are given

2

=  -------  I t f  ~  e  I t  ---------
2jk n  p 2
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as data input. First, the programme calculates the Carter coefficient and the rotor 

resistivity factor. Then, it determines transfer matrixes of the regions to form the K 

matrix and the current density to form the b matrix. When these matrixes are 

obtained, any kind of method which is used to solve a set of simultaneous equations, 

can be employed. The Gauss elimination method is chosen, as the number of 

unknowns involved in the problem are relatively small.

By finding all Hx and Bx unknowns all the desirable quantities such as, the 

flux density distribution in the air-gap, forces, etc can be determined for each 

harmonic of the excitation. The solution process terminates at the harmonic of n ^ ,  

further harmonic components of the field are negligible. The total field at any 

specified point is found by summing all of the harmonics of the field at this point.

5.4 2D Finite Element Modelling of the Servomotor

As already mentioned in the general introduction of the FE method in chapter 

2, the 2 dimensional approach can yield much faster and cheaper answers than the 3D 

one to the problems being tackled here. In the previous section when introducing the 

layer analysis method to the problem of the servomotor, a considerable number of 

assumptions were made. Some of these assumptions can be reduced by the 2D FE 

model. Firstly, the 2D model can model the stator with a finite length so that the end 

effects which were completely ignored by the Fourier method, can be taken into 

account. Furthermore the real slotted structure of the stator which was replaced by
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fictitious cuiTent sheets can also be modelled. Therefore there will be no need in using 

the Carter coefficients that are introduced for the layer method. However, the general 

2D assumption of which the currents are only in the z-direction, and the field does not 

vary in the same direction, will lead to requiring the Russel and Norsworthy factor to 

determine the realistic value of the conductivity of the conducting plate.

The methodology for the application of the 2D FE to the servomotor is the 

same as outlined in chapter 2. But involvement of time variation of the field will 

renew the description of electric field for the conducting region given in equation 

(2.8) by adding a new component which represents the new time varying component 

(transformation effect). Thus, the new formula describing the electric field will be

E  = u x  curlA -  —  -  gradV  (5.26)
dt *

Because the source currents vary sinusoidally, and expressed as in the form of eJwt

d A  -therefore the —  term can be replaced with j m A  . If this is considered for a
d t

general AC problem, the 2D governing equation for the moving conductor problem 

can be obtained by simply adding the transformation term into the previous formula 

used for the DC problems.

(divy grad) A  + a (uxcur lA )  -  j u o A  = 0 (5-27)

Two meshes were generated to represent the two dimensional geometry of the 

servomotor. The curvature of the designed stator is taken into account in the mesh 

shown in fig 5.9. However, by using the mesh which represents the servomotor as



planar, in fig 5.10, very close force results are obtained. Therefore this effect has been 

ignored for the sake of simplicity in the mesh generation, especially when 3D models 

are created.

The numerical solution procedure to equation (5.26) follows the same pattern 

as described in chapter 2 and chapter 3. The upwinding method used for the 

conducting region when the motion is involved. On the outside boundaries, the

dAhomogeneous Neumann condition which sets —  =0 is used. This can only be
drt

done if the motor is assumed to be surrounded by infinitely permeable iron box. The 

magnitude of the current density for each slot is determined by using the ratio of the 

total current in the slot and the slot area.

5.5 3D Finite Element Modelling of the Servomotor

To obtain the real representation of the motor is impossible unless the third 

dimension of the motor is modelled. Although the 3D models are more costly than 

2D ones, they need to be used when high accuracy is required.

Because of the presence of a time varying field in the servomotor problem, the 

governing equation of the conducting region will include the additional jtoxjA  term. 

And by removing gradV by eqn. (4.2) as explained in chapter 4, the formula is 

obtained as



curly curl A + o (v'grad) A + j a c A  = 0  ̂ '

The solution of field in the non conducting regions is not effected by the presence of 

the time varying field so that the equations derived for these regions in previous 

chapters are valid here too.

In the 3D model of the servomotor, similar with the example of the DC 

magnet, a plane of symmetry exists. Therefore, half of the geometry can be used in 

modelling, provided with satisfying the necessary conditions arising on the symmetry 

plane (see section 4.5). On the outside boundaries, the scalar magnetic potentials are 

set to zero in accordance with the assumption that the motor is surrounded by a highly 

permeable iron box.

As the number of the unknowns is expected to be very high (up to 30000 ) 

initially a coarse mesh was used for modelling shown in fig 5.11. Then the solution 

is obtained for the finer meshes generated by simply refining the coarse mesh (figs. 

5.12 and 5.13). A further refinement is not required as the solution converges when 

using the finest mesh. This will be discussed in section 5.7.

5.6 Test Rig and Measurements

The prototype servomotor whose dimensions were given in table 5.1 was tested 

on the test rig which was previously used for testing the DC magnet.
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The windings of the servomotor are fed from an AC source with 50 Hz 

frequency. The 90 degree phase shift to the phases is obtained by means of the Scott 

connection, illustrated in fig. 5.14. All the measurements are carried out while both 

phase currents are fixed at 0.715 A or 500 A-tum. This is considered as an optimum 

value to be able to avoid the possible nonlinearity effect that ferro materials have, and 

to obtain measurable drag and normal forces. The BH curve of the laminated iron is 

included in fig 5.15.

The forces are measured by using the same force transducers used in testing 

the magnet. However, the flux densities on stator iron were measured by a rather 

simple method, employing some search coils at certain parts of stator. Actually with 

this method, initially, the induced voltages between the terminals of the search coils 

are measured. And, by using the Faraday’s law, the time integration of these induced 

voltages will determine the flux thereby flux densities.

The positions of the search coils are shown in fig 5.16. Two sets of flux 

density measurements with the drum rotor at standstill, and moving with the speed of 

5 m/s, are included in table 5.2. The drag and normal forces measured at different 

speeds varying from 0 to 10 m/s are also exhibited in table 5.3.

5.7 Results and Conclusion

The results obtained from the layer theory, 2D FE and 3D FE methods are 

presented in figs.(5.17 - 5.32). The layer theory used in conjunction with the Fourier



analysis method is the simplest and the cheapest one for the solution of the moving 

conductor problems. The required characteristics for the initial design such as, force- 

current and force-frequency, etc. can be easily met. Because the layer theory does not 

consider the end effects, the flux and force are expected higher than the real ones. 

Even further inaccuracy and poor results are inevitable as the slots are replaced with 

the current sheets, and the motor is assumed infinitely long in the third direction. This 

inaccuracy can be easily observed from the force-speed characteristics presented in 

figs. 5.17 and 5.18. From the same characteristics it can also be observed that if the 

Carter coefficients and the Russel and Norsworthy factor are determined and used in 

the solution, considerably high accuracy can still be achieved. And also, as the layer 

mode involves 6 regions, only 10 unknowns to be found from 10 equations, the time 

and storage requirement is minimum.

As shown in figs. 5.19 and 5.20, the FE technique can model the end effects. 

However, it can be concluded from the characteristics depicted in figs. 5.21, 5.22, 

5.29 and 5.30 that there is a strong effect of the third dimension in the solution. The 

error in drag force calculations by the 2D method can be as high as 20%. Therefore, 

despite being expensive, the 3D models are required for accurate results. The error is 

reduced to within reasonable 5% band by using 3D meshes. Initially, a coarse mesh 

involving 7569 unknowns is used. However, the results obtained with a fine mesh 

with 22093 unknowns differ 9% from the coarse mesh results therefore, a finer mesh 

is necessary to obtain the convergence. As the mesh involving 33569 unknowns led 

to only 1% difference with the fine mesh, it is believed that at this point, no further 

refinement is required. At different speeds and phases, the plots of induced current 

distribution on the conducting plate, and the flux density vectors, which are obtained
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from the fine mesh displayed in figs. 5.23-26. The details of the 2D and 3D models 

(number of equations, number of iterations, required CPU time, etc) are summarized 

in table 5.4.

The force results obtained from the numerical methods are all compared with 

the results obtained from the test rig in fig 5.31 and 5.32. It is obvious that the 3D 

FE yields the best results. However, the importance of 2D FE and the Layer theory 

can not be ignored. But without the coefficients it should be accepted that the results 

look rather poor.
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Fig. 5.16 The position of search coils



V Speed [m/s] Fq Drag Force [N] Fn Normal Force [N]

0.00 3.98 23.76

1.28 2.53 26.72

2.24 1.50 27.10

3.84 -0.94 27.55

4.16 -1.52 27.54

5.60 -3.83 27.40

6.73 -5.27 26.63

7.53 -6.29 25.70

8.17 -7.00 24.46

8.97 -8.23 23.80

9.45 -8.79 22.70

10.00 -9.30 22.30

Table 5.2 Measured drag and lift force results at various speeds (IR=IC=0.72 A)



V = 0 rrJs V = 5 m/s
Search Coils e{v) B(T) e(v) B(T)

Si 0.264 0.462 0.312 0.545

s2 0.329 0.575 0.363 0.635

S3 0.320 0.333 0.358 0.372

S4 0.336 0.612 0.370 0.674

S5 0.514 0.936 0.544 0.991

s6 0.488 0.521 0.510 0.544

Sj 0.326 0.584 0.359 0.643

Sz 0.362 0.650 0.391 0.643

s9 0.540 0.577 0.592 0.616

S10 0.361 0.664 0.365 0.671

5n 0.534 0.982 0.550 0.988

Table 5.3 Measured induced voltage and flux density results in the search coils
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Coarse Mesh Fine Mesh Finer Mesh

Number of 
Equations

7569 22093 33569

Number of 
Iterations

75 112 185

CPU Time 
(on IBM 6091)

13:44 50:21 1:29:53

Drag Force [N] 
(At u=0 m/s)

4.81 4.32 4.28

Normal Force [N] 
(At u=0 m/s)

25.25 24.64 24.46

Table 5.4 Comparison of 3D meshes
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusion

The main aim of this project was to develop and modify numerical methods 

for solving the 2D and 3D moving conductor problems. The finite element method 

from the Galerkin technique point of view is adopted to obtain the solution of the 

moving conductor problem in both DC and AC (at power frequencies) cases. The 

difficulties are overcome by using this adaptation.

Despite involvement of some other regions in the models, the difficulties 

mainly originated from conducting regions which move. The first problem to 

overcome is that, the possible occurrences of oscillations in the solution when the 

Peclet number exceeds one. By applying the Hughes’s scheme which is upwinding, 

vast inaccuracy taking place particularly in the drag force calculations was removed. 

However, at the speed of 100 m/s while the Peclet number is about 6000 in a 3D 

problem, even upwinding failed to converge. At this point, the only solution is 

probably to refine the mesh in order to lower the Peclet number.

Secondly, when using the A-d> formulation in only solving the 3D problems 

in the conduction region, the use of electric scalar potential along with the magnetic 

vector potential requires another set of equations which cause an expensive operation
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from cost and time point of views. Therefore the removal of the electric scalar 

potential is desirable. The technique which removed V from the formula was 

introduced. The new technique without V has produced an almost identical result with 

the old technique. The experimental work indicated that these results are valid.

The experimental work on the prototype two-phase linear induction servomotor 

also verified that the extension of the applications of numerical techniques to an AC 

problem is successful. Nonlinearity effect of ferro material has not been modelled for 

simplicity in the calculations. Because of that, in the experimental work, the currents 

to the stator windings were limited in a way that the maximum value of flux density 

remained in the relatively linear part of the B-H curve. This arrangement is found 

satisfactory, as the aim of testing of the servomotor is only to verify the validity of 

the techniques using the optimum formulation, rather than designing the servomotor.

In the beginning of the project, the use of the 3D techniques in the solution 

of such problems was much more costly than now. The existence of any 

homogeneity or invariance in the 3D direction of the model would make the 2D 

techniques more appealing, but rapid developments in hardware technology enables 

the 3D techniques to be employed more widely. And also powerful software 

techniques have reduced the amount of effort required in generating 3D meshes. It 

can be predicted that the use of 3D techniques in the analysis and design of devices 

will be much widespread. Therefore any contribution to reduce the required computing 

time and cost in solving problems in 3D is expected to be significant The results 

presented in this work show that an important contribution in the field of moving



conductor problems has been made. The new technique without V in the formula 

yields the solution 2.5 times faster, and involves 1.2 times less unknowns than the 

previously used method with V in the formula for a typical problem. For problems 

containing a higher ratio of moving conductor region to non conducting region, these 

ratios would be even higher. However despite their failure of producing highly 

accurate results, the importance of the 2D methods as powerful tools to initiate the 

analysis or design of machines or devices, can still be substantial.

6.2 Future Work and Recommendations

Despite the fact that the moving conductor problem has been widely analyzed, 

by considering a few more points, even further generalization which would lead to the 

inclusion of all the possible aspects of the problem, can be made.

One of the shortcomings of the application is that of the neglect of nonlinearity 

effect of iron parts in the model. In many practical applications, the value of flux 

density may well fall into the saturation line of the B-H curve of the material. At this 

point to assume linear permeability can cause some inaccuracy in the solution. 

Therefore for a general approach to the problem, this effect must be modelled. 

Furthermore, a discontinuity of conductivity in the conducting plate can be modelled 

too. This is not a common problem that can be encountered in these particular cases, 

examined here. However, in some applications, such as the rail gun problem, it may 

appear due to excessive heat effect on the conductivity of the plate. The solution to



this problem is the use of a thin surface element between the two regions having 

different conductivities.

The application can be extended to the problem that the motion is not 

necessarily to be one directional, and the moving member changes in cross section 

with time. The solution can only be obtained by using a time step algorithm that 

allows the mesh to move at each step.



APPENDIX I

AH OPTIMAL FORMULATION FOR 3D MOVING 
CONDUCTOR EDDY CURRENT PROBLEMS WITH SMOOTH 

ROTORS

D Rodger, P J Leonard. T Karaguler 
University of Bath, Bath. Avon BA2 7AY, UK

Abstract -  A new finite element technique for modelling 3D 
transient eddy currents in *smooth rotor* conductors moving at a 
constant velocity is described. This has been Implemented in the 
MEGA software package for modelling 2 and 3D electromagnetic 
Fields. Eddy current regions are modelled using a magnetic 
vector potential. Non conducting regions require magnetic scalar 
potentials. Validation by comparison with experiment has been 
carried out.

It is well known that eqn (3) is implied by eqn (2), as eqn
(3) is obtained by taking the divergence of eqn (2). Eqn (2), 
however, comprises three equations and four unknowns, so that 
dearly another equation is necessary for a solution. Eqn (3) 
does not actually introduce any new information and this is 
reflected in the fact that eqns (2) and (3) are not unique.

INTRODUCTION

Moving conductor eddy current problems are very common. 
Some of these problems are extremely complex and, although 
they could probably be modelled in 3D using existing software, 
the required computer resources would be beyond the means of 
most organisations. However, many of the 'smooth rotor* type of 
devices in which the moving member does not change in cross 
section with time may be conveniently solved using the classical 
Minkowski transformation. All other types of device require a 
time stepping solution and a mesh which can move position at 
each step. This contribution is concerned with the smooth rotor 
type of device, which indudes MAG LEV vehicles, linear induction 
machines and electromagnetic rail launchers. There are various 
formulations which can be used to modd 3D eddy current 
problems; we have tended to use magnetic scalar potentials in 
non conducting regions coupled to magnetic vector polentiab_A in 
conductors. A method for moving conductors which uses A and 
V, the electric scalar potential, inside conductors coupled to 
magnetic scalars in non-conductors is described in ref (1]. A 
new method which does not require V inside conductors is 
described here. This new method has an obvious computational 
advantage in that only three variables are used Inside conductors 
rather than four. In addition to this, the final matrix is 
better conditioned than before and consequently solution is faster 
using the pre-conditioned bi-conjugate gradient technique. There 
are some disadvantages associated with the new method. 
However, it is shown that most of these can usually be 
overcome. We first describe the previous technique, as the new 
method is derived from it.

THE A-V-y, FORMULATION FOR MOVING CONDUCTORS

In the laboratory reference frame, the moving region electric 
field can be written, using the Minkowski transformation, as:

0A
E -  u x B -----  - grad V

dt
(1)

u is the velocity of the region with respect to the laboratory.

Using curl A = B and curl H = J, we can obtain:

1 f 3a
curl — curl A -  <r |u x curl A ---------grad v| (2)M , I 3t

Also from div J = 0, we have 

3a
div a |u x curl A ---------grad V| -  0 <3)

The divergence of A is not specified by eqns (2) and (3). 
A number of schemes are possible, however we have chosen to 
impose the condition div A = 0 throughout the volume using a 
penalty technique. Together with A.n _= 0 on the inside of 
conductor surfaces, this ensures a unique A [1].

Non conducting regions

The non conducting regions in the same problem may be 
modelled in terms of the magnetic scalar potential:

div p grad y> -  0 «)

Eqns 2, 3 and 4 can be solved using the Galcrkin weighted 
residual technique [1].

When the Galcrkin technique is applied to the velocity terms 
of eqn (2), large -ve numbers are generated on the diagonal of 
the final matrix. This causes oscillations and poor results when 
the Peclet number, p = oh//u/2.0 is greater than 1.0 (h is the 
length of an element in the direction of velocity). This problem 
can be cured by using small meshes, effectively using h to keep 
p down, but this is expensive. It has been more effective to use 
upwinding, familiar in fluid dynamics [2],

Using the Galerkin scheme leads to the following integral:

J  Ne (<r (u x curl A)) dfl (5)

Ne represents the shape functions of element e.

This is generally evaluated using Gaussian quadrature, 
sampling at the usual quadrature points. The upwind scheme (2] 
uses different points, which depend on the value of p.

Eqn (5) becomes:

I Ne(<) . (<r <u(o) x curl A (<))) J(o)« ( 6 )

u(o) is the velocity evaluated at the origin of the isoparametric 
co-ordinates of the element, J(o) is the Jacobian of the 
isoparametric transform, w equals 8 for a 3D element and 4 for 
a 2D element. Ne(<) represents the shape function evaluated at 
point < within the element. This is a local co-ordinate, 
—1 < < < 1 and t = coth p -  1/p.
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THE A-y, FORMULATION FOR MOVING CONDUCTORS

It is possible to remove the electric scalar̂  V from the above 
formulation by making the substitution V = A.u in eqn (2):

1 ^  - - 1 curl — curl A -  erlu x curl A - — - grad (A.u) I (7)
f t  I 3t J

Using u x curl A = grad (A.u) -  (u.grad)A we can obtain:

1 _  r 3 a  _
curl — curl A -  a I----------(u.grad)A (8)

f t  I 3t

Eqn 8 implies nothing about the divergence of A. Taking 
the divergence of eqn (8), the left hand side is of course xero:

0 -  d i v  a
0A

----------- ( u . g r a d ) A
dt

For a constant a and u, this simplifies to:

3 a
0 — -<t div | — j - a (u.grad) div A

In the general case, this has many non trivial solutions, so 
that div A is not specified.

The divergence of A is enforced in exactly the same way as 
for the previously described method.

Using the Galcrkin scheme, eqn (8) becomes:

Js-h ;

- J ;

3a
curl A + a — + <r(u.grad)A|dQ ft dt

dA
curl N.curl A + a N.— + a N. (u.grad)Adfl ft dt

A rig designed to test moving conductor formulations has 
been built. A steel drum faced by a continuous aluminium plate 
rotates under a *C* core magnet carrying DC current (details. 
Table 1 and Fig. 1). All of the eddy currents induced in the 
plate are hence due to velocity and the problem can be modelled 
with the 3/3t terms in eqns (2, 3) or eqn (8) set to xero since 
there is no time variation. The magnet is held in a cage which 
is free to rotate about the centre of the drum shaft so that drag
force can be measured. Other load cells also measure the force
normal to the drum. Fig. 2 shows a view of the computer
model of the magnet. Figs. 3 and 4 show drag and normal
force respectively. Measurements are compared with 3D
calculations done using the A-V-y> and the A-yj methods. The 
coil source currents are modelled by the reduced and total scalar 
potential technique. Fig. 5 shows a set of results for the airgap 
flux normal to the drum, taken along a line at the centre of the 
airgap from the 'entry edge* of the magnet to the *trailing edge'.'

Both sets of computed results are acceptable; it is 
noteworthy that the A-V-y> method used up to almost 2.3 times 
as much cpu time as the A-y> method.

Moving conductors at different speeds in sliding contact

This type of problem arises when modelling electromagnetic 
launchers of the 'rail gun* type. The armature slides between
the rails and is in electrical contact with them (Fig. 6). In
order that the Minkowski transformation remains valid, it is 
possible to solve the problem with the rails moving and the
armature stationary. The _ interface_ between the rails and 
armature requires that E x n and J.n are continuous. At the
interface between two regions, moving (1) and stationary (2), this
leads to:

N.| -  curl A x n | df -  0 (9)
Fig. 1 Showing details of the *C* core magnet of Table 1

A device with a moving region of constant cross section not 
in contact with any conductor moving at a different speed may 
then be modelled in terms of eqns (4) (which could represent the 
total or reduced magnetic scalar potentials) and eqn (8).

Table 1 -  Details of the C core magnet

magnet stack height (A) 
magnet yoke width (B) 
magnet slot width 
magnet tooth width 
magnet AT (each coil) 
magnet airgap

drum steel width 
drum steel radius 
drum aluminium width 
drum aluminium thickness 
drum aluminium conductivity

42 mm 
12 mm 
20 mm 
12 mm 
189 mm 
2.5 mm

50 mm 
305.8 mm 
110 mm
0.9 mm 
3.2 x 10' s/m

Fig. 2 A view of the computer model of the magnet
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Fig. 3 Drag force versus speed for the *C' core magnet

| -  -  (u  . grad) A, J x n -  ( -  —  ̂J x n ( 10)
3 a ,

9A. _
<ri | ------------- (u  . grad) A,

3 t

3a.

dt
- n (11)

ClearlyL the interface conditions cannot be satisfied using a 
continuous A vector, unless the electric scalar V is also present. 
If V is not used, we must define a discontinuous A field and 
join it using the interface conditions of eqns (10) and (11).

Fig. 7 shows a thin 'surface' element which exists between 
region 1 and region 2. A local co-ordinate system is shown, n 
is normal to the interface and r and £ are on the interface. In 
the thin element, from curl E = -  3B/3t and using the Galerkin 
scheme, we have:

II
1 3h

N .curl — cu r l H + N . p —  | dfl 
a  3 t

Fig. 4 Normal force versus speed for the *C' core magnet

Fig. 5 Airgap flux density for the *C* core magnet at 10 m/s

- A :

- h :

3h
cu rl N .cu r l H + N./r —  | dfl 

3 t

cu r l H x n I dT -  0

If the element is shrunk in the n direction, 

3
dfl -» d ds dr and — -* 0

3n

We then have, from eqn (12)

3 «rl
+ ft Nr  |d  dr ds

3 t
f l - —

[3 Hr 3«s

JI a  3 s t3 s 3 r .

+ j  Nr Es dr ds -  0

and

I I :
1 3ns 

c  3 r

3hs 3Hr 

dr 3 s
+ h Ns

3H.

3 t
d dr ds

N, Er dr ds -  0

( 1 2 )

( 13)

(14)

The right hand surface integral terms in eqns (13) and (14)
are only non zero on the two sides of the clement parallel to
the interface. We_ can substitute for E In those integrals from
eqn (10). The A elements will each _give rise to a surface
integral involving H (from eqn (9)). H values from the thin
surface element arc substituted in these surface terms.

The J.n terms of eqn (11) are enforced directly using
Lagrange mutlipliers. This scheme yields a final set of eqns
•which is symmetric for the case of u = 0.
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Eddv currents in a flat plate

30

Fig. 6 A sketch of a rail gun

n

Fig. 7 A thin interface element

f:it : fUTCt
LTVTl ; TOTH •

The above scheme for joining A fields at an interface can 
easily be tested for the case u = 0. This was done for the plate 
shown in Fig. (8). The plate is modelled with two different A 
fields joined along the line shown using the thin element scheme. 
The plate is subject to a changing magnetic field from two pole 
sources above and below the plate. The plate was modelled in 
3D.

It may be observed from the symmetry of the current 
pattern in the plate that the interface does not affect the flow 
lines. The results are identical to those from the plate modelled 
using ’conventional’ A-y>, typically to 4 significant figures.
Eddv currents in an electromagnetic launcher

Fig. 6 shows a rail gun launcher. This can be modelled in 
2D by assuming that it is invarient in the z direction, and 
modelling fields jn terms of Hz [3,4,3]. This case can also be 
modelled using A-y>, using the *s!iding contact* technique at the 
rail-armature interface. Results for magnitude of current along a 
line parallel to the x axis and 1.66 mm into the rail are shown 
on Fig. 9 for a velocity of 20 m/s and 4 msecs after a step 
switch on transient. It may be observed that the 3D methods 
show a non physical spike in current around the area shown as x 
= 0.05 m on the graph. This is where there is a 3:1 jump in 
mesh size in the x direction. The results are particularly poor 
for the upwind case. Treating the velocity terms in the usual 
way, not using upwinding, improves the situation at this low 
speed, but this is not possible at higher speeds. The spike can 
be removed by grading the mesh, as shown. This is at present 
a disadvantage of the upwind scheme and work is in progress to 
cure this problem. Fig. 10 shows a 3D rail gun at 20 m/s and 
2 msec after a step switch on transient. As the mesh used 
contains few large changes in size, the results are acceptable.

Fig. 9 Magnitude of current along a rail

Fig. 8 Currents in a plate solved with discontinuous A
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CONCLUSIONS

A new method which does not require the electric scalar 
potential inside conducting regions in moving conductor problems 
has been described. The interface between moving and stationary 
conductors requires a jump in magnetic vector potential when the 
electric scalar is not present. This is handled using a *thin 
surface* element. The upwind method does not work well when 
jumps of about 3:1 are encountered in the mesh size in the 
direction of motion. We have resisted the temptation to call this 
the velocity modified magnetic vector potential technique.
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A FORMULATION FOR 3D MOVING CONDUCTOR EDDY 
CURRENT PROBLEMS

D. Rodger, T. Karaguler, PJ. Leonard 
University of Bath. Bath, Avon BA2 7AY

A 3D finite element formulation for moving . conductor 
problems fa outlined. Upwinding fa shown to be important at 
high values of Peclet number.

Introduction

Many devices, for instance, electromagnetic launchers and 
linear induction machines, involve conducting parts which move. 
The geometry of these machines fa often such that full 3D 
computer models are required. In this contribution we describe a 
new formulation for 3D eddy current moving conductor problems 
and show how the technique of upwinding, borrowed. from the 
field of fluid flow, fa very important in achieving accurate 
numerical solutions. The technique fa implemented using standard 
3D finite elements.

We only consider the type of moving conductor problem in 
which the moving member fa invarient in the cross section which 
fa normal to the direction of motion. This allows motion to be 
taken into account using the usual Minkowski transformation, 
which leads to a steady state solution for constant speed moving 
conductor problems. All other geometries would lead to a full 
time transient analysis. Eddy currents can be generated in the 
same region by a combination of time varying source fields as 
well as by motion (Transformer* and 'flux cutting* emfs). In this 
paper we only deal with the latter.

Theoretical Development

The A—̂ method has been used for some time for solving 
3D eddy current problems which are either harmonic or transient 
in time (1-4J. The problem volume fa partitioned into 
conducting and non-conducting regions. Magnetic scalars are used 
to model fields in non-conducting regions, reduced magnetic 
scalars (3] in regions containing known source currents and total 
scalars elsewhere.

Eddy current regions are modelled using the magnetic vector 
potential A, with (2.4,6] or without (1.3] an auxiliary electric 
scalar potential V. The regions are conveniently joined together 
at the common interface by invoking the continuity of Hxn and 
B.n.

Moving conductor formulation

In the laboratory reference frame, the moving region electric 
field has two components:

E — u x § - grad V (1)
In the above, u fa the velocity of the region with respect to 

the laboratory and V fa the electric scalar potential.

The two components of E can be readily recognised from 
fig. 1, which shows a conducting bar moving in the x direction 
through a constant z directed magnetic fieUL There fa a force
on each charge of q coulombs given by: F = qu x B. This
leads to a displacement of mobile charges as shown. These 
charges give rise to an electrostatic field shown as Ej which fa 
represented in eqn (1) as -  grad V.

Using B = curl A, we can obtain:

curl I  curl A -  a (u x curl A - grad V) (2)
F

From div J = 0:

div a (u x curl A - grad V) — 0 <3)

fig. 1 Fields in a moving rod

Eqns 2 and 3 do not define a unique system. The 
Helmholtz theorem states that a vector field fa unique if its curl 
and divergence are known throughout a volume, together with the 
normal component on the boundary. Here we choose div A * 0 
throughout and An = 0 on the boundary. The condition 
div A = 0 can be imposed on eqn (2) by means of Lagrange 
multipliers (1 ] or by a penalty technique -  the latter fa used 
here.

Numerical Implementation

As usual, the Galerkin weighted residual technique fa used to 
find an approximate solution to eqns (2) and (3).

Equation 2

This leads to a standard set of equations:

J l curl N.curl A + N.(<r(u x curl A) - grad V)dQ 
F

- f  N (I  curl A x n)dr -  0 (4)
V-

N are the shape functions.

In order to impose div A = 0, we add the term

Jo div N div A dfl

to eqn (4), where a is a large number (usually of the same order 
as 1). Best results are obtained if this set of constraints is M
singular (7], therefore numerical integration one order less than 
that which would lead to an exact evaluation of these integrals 
should be used (order 1 for first order elements).

Incidentally, a different argument can be used (8] to show 
that the addition of the term

jN.grad(l_ div A)df)
Fo

leads to the same results, if or = 1_

The terms involving the velocity u require special treatment, 
upwinding. as outlined below.

0018-9464/89/0900^4i47S01.00© 19S9 IFFF
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Equation (31 

Since
Jn div J — ^NJ.n dT - Jgrad N.Jdfl, 

from eqn (3) we have:

^No(u x curl A -  grad V).ndr

N.<r(u x curl A -  grad V)dfl — 0

The surface integral is important as it yields J.n = 0  as the 
natural boundary condition on the inside of the conductor.

We need to include V in this formulation as this models the 
electrostatic field which is the mechanism for controlling the flow 
of current within the conductor and obtaining J.n = 0 on the 
conductor-air interface surfaces. Without the electrostatic 
component of E (given by -  grad V in eqn (1)), we would have 
to try and impose E.n = 0 on u x B at these surfaces. 
Obviously this is impossible in the general case without 
introducing erroneous constraints on B.

Upwinding

When the Galeridn technique is applied to eqn (4). large 
-ve terms are generated on the diagonal of the final global 
matrix. This typically causes oscillations in the solution and very 
poor results when the Peclet number, p = glnnt. is greater than
1.0 (h is the average element length in the direction of the 
velocity).

This problem has long been familiar in fluid dynamics. The 
solution is known as upwinding. A finite element scheme which 
allows different degrees of upwinding in each moving conductor 
element has been developed for fluid flow [9].

Usually the integrals of eqn (4) are evaluated using Gaussian 
quadrature, sampling at the normal quadrature points. Using an 
upwind scheme, different sampling points arc used for evaluating 
the velocity terms only of eqn (4) as follows, for element e:

[ n .(< t( u x curl A))dfl -  
Je

I  N(«). (<r(u(o) x curl A(«)))J(0)W

u(o) is the velocity evaluated at the origin of the isoparametric 
co-ordinates of the element, J(o) is the Jacobian of the 
isoparametric transform, W equals 8 for a 3D element and 4 for 
a 2D element. The location of point < (this is a local 
co-ordinate, -1 4 « £ 1) determines the degree of upwinding.

The optimal position for t has been shown to be [9]: t = coth p -  L 
P

This scheme is very easily implemented, some earlier 
schemes were rather complex.

fig. 2 2D test problem with steel rotor

norm al fo re*  x E 3 1 N/m/im ]12
10

5535 45 SO15 20 25 30 400 5 10

speed {m/sec ]
—  kxjner +' up wind O no upwind

drao lore* [ N/nVm 1
2000

1600

1200

800

400

555025 30 35 4515 20 400 5 10
speed [ m/sec ]

—  tour ter ' + upwind ° no upwind

Results
fig. 3 Forces on the 2D rotor

2D test problem illustrating upwinding

It is interesting to demonstrate the value of upwinding. A 
very simple test problem which can be solved using a Fourier 
series analysis is shown in fig. 2. This involves a moving iron 
rotor, a ^  of 2000 leads to high values of p. Results for 2D 
finite ̂ elements with and without upwinding xare ŝhownjjon f̂ig. (3).
The drag force for the no upwind case is poor , (5 m/s represents 
a Peclet number of about 125 for the mesh used).
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I

■an problem — filamentary coil moving over in aluminium track

This problem is of interest in MAGLEV advanced transport 
; rystem design. The coil would normally be superconducting and 
«ould, of course,' carry DC current. The dimensions are shown 

'on f*£- Ldt and drag forces are shown on fig. 5. Also
■shown are. forces obtained from a Fourier transform technique 
spplied to a conducting plate of the same thickness and infinite 
extent. The agreement is probably reasonable.

Moving
Magnet Aluminium

Plate 20mm

300mm

700mm

fig- 4 Rectangular coil moving over an aluminium rail
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Conclusions

Problems involving 3D eddy currents generated by velocity 
effects have been investigated. The scalar V is needed inside 
conductors when using this formulation. It is well known that 
time varying eddy current problems can be solved using only the 
vector A (without V) inside conducting jregions. linked to 
elsewhere. In this case we rely on the J.n = 0 condition being 
weakly enforced (3] on the inside surface Of conducting regions. 
This condition will remain approximately true for problems in 
which the eddy current effect is predominantly due to time 
variation of fields, with a small component due to velocity. An 
earlier paper [10] illustrates results for this case. This is valid 
only where speeds are relatively low, and although more economic 
than the present implementation, should be used with extreme 
caution.

Even when using upwinding, it is possible for the conjugate 
gradient technique to fail to converge. This has been found for 
Peclet numbers of about 6000 in 3D problems. At this point, 
the only remedy is to refine the mesh, which b likely to be too 
coarse from other points of view (accuracy, skin depth).
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APPENDIX 2.1

Integration by Parts and Green’s Theorem

The operation of integration by parts is derived from the divergence theorem which

states _ f  _ _
J  div (kF ) dv  = S k F ' n  ds (A2A)
V  s

where k  is a scalar, F  is a vector function, v is the volume and s is a 

closed surface with outward normal ft . By using the distributive characteristic

of divergence over a scalar multipalication of a vector function

div(kF )  = gradk.F  + kdivF  (A2.2)

equation A2.1 can be rewritten as:

j  divF dv  = j - g r a d k 'F  dv + kF 'it  ds  (A2.3)
V  V  5

The expression of Green’s theorem can be obtained if F  is substituted with a 

gradient of a scalar function, grad I in the equation above

/  k  divgradl dv  = -  jgradk-gradl dv  * j  k (gradl) -ff ds  (A2.4)



APPENDIX 2.2

Pre-conditioned Conjugate Gradient Methods

The gradient methods in general, seek the position of the minimum of an error 

function derived from the residual vector given as

R  = B - K X '  (A2.5)

where B is the right hand side matrix, A is the sparse matrix and Xj is the trial 

solution vector. The positive error function can be obtained from the residues 

vector as:

h2 = R TK l R  (A2-6)

in fact, Xj can be expressed as a line through the point Xp

x t = X™ + kd™ (A2.7)

m is the iterative number, k is a parameter proportional to the distance of Xt from

X, d is the direction vector. If eqn. (A2.7) is substituted into (A2.6)

h2=k2 [d(m)]TAd^m)-2 k [d ^ > \TR m*[X m]TA X (m) + B ‘A~ 'B  (A2.8) 

And the local minimum which defines the succeeding trial vector is obtained from

dh2
dk

as;

= 0
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where K  is defined as:

= [ d W ] r J?W

"  [ d i m ) ] T A d im)

All the gradient methods follow this pattern and only differ from each other in the 

choice of the direction vectors. For instance in the method of steepest descent, 

the direction vector d(m) is chosen to be the direction of maximum gradient of the 

function at the point X(m) . However the conjugate gradients method chooses the 

directin vector to be a set of mutually conjugate P(0),P<1), .... vectors which are also 

in the directions of the steepest descent points X(0),X(1),..., and orthogonal with 

respect to A. Therefore they satisfy the condition of

[ P ' Y A P 1 = 0 for i * j  (A2.10)

The algorithm for the conjugate gradient method for the (m+l).th step can be 

written as follows;

U{m) = A p (m)

= [flfrO] t r &>

“ “ • [ p w r t / w  (A2.ll)



[ | j ( m+1)] 3T|jO«+l)

m

Despite the fact that the conjugate gradient method converges much faster than any 

other well known numerical method, it possesses the drawback of being heavily 

dependent on the eigenvalue spectrum of the K matrix. If the eigenvalue spectrum 

is wide, the convergence can be slow. This is why the pre-conditioned conjugate 

gradient method is developed. The pre-conditioned method uses a pre-conditioning 

matrix C in such a way that the K matrix is replaced with C K C T in the process. 

This modification which leads to a much faster convergence, redefines the conjugate 

vectors P"1 and conjugate parameters h  as

jpm +l _  +   ̂ p m (A2.12)
m

and

= [ fW ]M C 8 (t,1) (A2.13)



APPENDIX 3.1

Forces on a Moving Rectangular Coil

The lift and drag forces results (used in comparesin with the 3D FE method 

in chapter 3) a rectangular coil moving above a conducting sheet of finite thickness 

are obtained by using the exact substitutions of the Reitz and Davis formula, which 

is based on the Fourier transform method [3.5]. With reference to fig 3.7, a coil 

filament whose dimensions are (2a x 2b), moves in the x-direction with a constant 

velocity over an infinitely long aluminium track. The coil is placed in a plane parallel 

to the surface of the plate, at a suspension height of h (in the z-direction). By using 

Maxwell's equations, ( 2.1) and (2.2) together with Ohm's law, (2.7), the governing

equation for the conducting region is obtained in terms of each component of B.

& B  & B  # B  dB  (A31)  + -----  +   = -  uno -
&x &y &z to

As the conducting region is assumed infinitely long, the Fourier method can be 

applied to eqn. (A3.1) for the solution. By doing so (since the calculation of Fourier 

coefficients and transforms is clearly given in the reference publication, it is omitted 

here) the drag and lift forces can be obtained as:

o  t2  00 tt

FL -  ——— f  f  dxdy sin2(—y) sin2(— x) e~2^ * y2 (—  + — ) •
2 o o h h X2 y2

R -  S -  T
m (  1 +c2(i42 + Z)2) -  2c (Acos a + Dsina)



and

f  fdxdysmH-y)smH-x) (^EZ).
** J  J V J Kh '  Xy2

 R -  S -  T____________
m ( 1 + c2(A2+D2)-2c(A cosa  + Dsina))

where

= 2 c2B2D -  (1 -  4) (1 + c2A)

S -  c cosa [2U2D -  (1 -4 )(1  +A)] 

T =  c s in a  [252(1 -  A) -  D ( l - d )] 

U = 2fl2(l + c2.4) + c2D ( l - d )

V = ccosa  [(1 -d )D  + 2B2(1 +A)] 

W -  csina [(1 -  d) + 2B2D 

= \i0 o u

d  =
f X . h u ) 2
— i   + 1
* +y /

= [0.5(4+1)] 

B2 = [0 .5 (4 -!)]

C = exp
-2B l \jx2 +y2 t

m = 1 + 4  + 2B

A  = 4 2 -  4 4  + 3
m‘
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D  =
A id  -  1 )B 7

m

a -  2B2 \jx2 + y 2 —

0  conductivity of the aluminium plate [Ohm m]'1 

2a width of the coil [m],

2b length of the coil [m] 

t thickness of the conducting plate [m] 

h suspension height

1 current [AT] 

u speed [m/s]
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APPENDIX 5.1

The Air-Gap Equation

The stator and rotor current sheets are assumed to be only in the z-direction, 

and the permeability of rotor and stator iron to be infinite. With respect to fig. A5.1, 

two equations, below, can be derived from Ampere's law.

g E z  = j  + j  (A5.1)
*  3x ‘ r

^  = n0 - ^  (A5.2)
a* 0 at

As Ohm’s law states that;

Jr = o ( E z + uxBy) (A5.3)

and using B -  \x0H  for the air-gap from (A5.1), (A5.2) and (A5.3), the air-gap 

equation is obtained as:

& By _ H ° Ux SBy _ J V ^  ^ y  = ^  (A5.4)
dx2 g dx g  dt g  dx
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Fig. Ap5.1 Components of fields for the air-gap equation.



APPENDIX 5.2

The Coefficients for the 2D modellings

i) The Carter Coefficient

As mentioned in section 5.2.2, if the stator of an electrical machine is modelled 

without considering its slotted structure, a coefficient is needed to determine a 

realistic air-gap for the machine [5.4]. A simple adaptation of Carter*s original work

[5.5] is used in this work to determine the realistic air-gap of the servomotor.

If the slots are designed as being open the coefficient is determined as:

. ■<?* ♦ m

S(5g + s j  -  3W

and if the slots are partially closed then the coefficient will be

s(4.4g + 0 .7 5 0
k. = ----- -— - ------------- ^ —  (A5.6)

s ( 4 . 4 g  + 0 .7 5 0  -  s i

where s is the pole pitch, g is the air-gap, and sw is the slot width.
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ii) The Rotor Resistivity Coefficient

In the 2D modelling, the returning paths of the currents on the conducting 

plate are taken into account by using a factor which increases the value of the rotor 

resistivity. A simple approach [5.7] based on reference work of Russel and 

Norsworthy [5.6] is used to determine this rotor resistivity factor. If d* represents 

the stator width, and pw represents the conducting plate width, the coefficient kr 

is determined as

K
1

l  -

tanh(ke) (A5.7)
Jfcc(l + tanh(fce) ’tanh(it^)

where

K

ifc* = 0 .5  (d  -  d  )  —
4>  W /  J
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APPENDIX 5.3

Harmonic Analysis of Slot Current Density

The m.th slot in fig. A5.2 produces a rectangular pulse of conductor density 

of magnitude N / 28 where 28 is the slot width. The amplitude of the n.th 

harmonic of this pulse is the complex Fourier form given as

+p
C" = —  f  f(x)e~Jntl dx  (A5.8)

ML J, '

If /(*) = J L  , + p = r +5. - P = x -  8 and fc= —
2 8  "  "  ML

Cn becomes:

Q n _ ^  Sill (/I It 8) ^ -jnkxm gjnkx (A5.9)
ML nkb

If Cn is known, the function F(x) can be obtained as

F ( X)  = " y  J L  an (» ^ 8 ) g -jnkxm ^ Ktx (A5.10)
ML nkb

joatSince the general sinusoidal form of current is given as I(oot) = I e10 

where I can be complex, the current density is obtained from

J(x, g> t) = F(x) /(o  t) as;

J ( X  t) = ^  V  Sin (nkb) e ~jnkxm ^(nh+wO (A5.ll)
ML zZ  nkb



APPENDIX 5.4

Elements of the Transfer Matrix

When using the layer theory for the solution of magnetic field problems, the regional 

field quantities are coupled by means of a matrix refered to ‘transfer matrix* in the form 

that is obtained in section 5.3.3

V I’ll w W ByX-l

HxR ra w

where the matrix elements are defined as:

7’n ( r ) = |  * e ' Kt r)

T  fr) = * ( c Xr*' + e~x 'tr)
2l( ) 2 j k n ^  1
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Fig. 3.5 Specification of the periodicity boundaries for the test motor
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